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Abstract

Multi-wavelength Astrophysical Probes of Dark Matter Properties

by

Alex McDaniel

Although we have yet to fully understand the nature of dark matter (DM), as-

trophysical observations across the electromagnetic spectrum allow us to probe

its properties and constrain proposed models. These include annihilating DM

models that can be investigated through their standard model annihilation prod-

ucts such as electrons and positrons that produce radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray

emission through typical radiative processes such as synchrotron radiation and

inverse compton scattering. Some other proposed DM models exhibit collisional

self interactions that impact the shapes of DM haloes. Using X-ray observations,

the DM halo shapes can be constrained in order to probe the strength of possible

DM self interactions. In this dissertation, I present an overview of our work in

the development of the RX-DMFIT tool to study the secondary emission from

DM annihilation, along with applications to DM and cosmic ray studies in the

Andromeda galaxy. I also discuss work using data from Chandra and XMM-

Newton in studying the X-ray shapes of elliptical galaxies to constrain DM self

interactions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Discovery and Evidence for Dark Matter

Among the most prominent open questions in physics is the fundamental na-

ture of dark matter. Various cosmological and astrophysical clues provide in-

sight into the composition of the energy density in the universe. Evidence from

the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [173, 1], formation of large-scale struc-

ture [316, 114], supernovae observations [265, 45] and baryon-acoustic oscillations

[253, 17] reveal that the universe is made up of about 70% dark energy (DE),

which drives the expansion of the universe, while the unknown dark matter (DM)

contributes another ∼ 26% and the familiar baryonic matter makes up the fi-

nal ∼ 4% of the energy density. Although the presence of DM can be inferred

from its gravitational effects, and the abundance of DM in the universe deter-

mined from big-bang-nucleosytnthesis (BBN) and CMB observations [247, 104],

an understanding of the fundamental nature of DM remains elusive.

DM was initially introduced by Fritz Zwicky in 1933 as a result of observations

of the velocity distributions of galaxies in the Coma Cluster [328]. Applying the

virial theorem to the galaxies in Coma, Zwicky found that the luminous mass in
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the cluster was a factor of ∼ 400 too small to produce the galaxy velocity distribu-

tions, and thus posited that there may be an invisible component of “dark matter”

contributing to the mass of the cluster. During the subsequent decades there were

a handful of observations of nearby galaxies that suggested divergence from unity

of the mass-to-light ratio [23, 249], though other astrophysical arguments were

presented and overall the dark matter hypothesis gained little attention. The

search for DM was accelerated in the 1970s and 1980s by the work of Rubin and

Ford. Measuring the galactic rotation curves of Andromeda (M31) and other

galaxies, they observed flat curves that suggested an additional component of

mass extending far beyond the luminous component [272]. Since the pioneering

work of Rubin and Ford, the case for the existence of DM has been reaffirmed and

expanded through a variety of probes including galactic rotation curves, lensing

measurements, BBN, the CMB, observations of merging clusters, and observations

of X-ray gas in clusters (for some reviews, see [44, 37]).

Though most of the effort in addressing the evidence for DM has focused on

searching for an unobserved form of matter, alternate theories can explain aspects

of the observed phenomena without requiring the existence of this unaccounted-for

matter. This group of theories falls under the umbrella of MOdified Newtonian

Dynamics (MOND) [229, 228, 32, 33] and calls for modifications to our under-

standing of gravity that can explain some of the observational evidence of DM.

In particular, MOND theories are quite successful in describing DM effects at

galactic scales such as the rotation curves of galaxies and the Tully-Fisher rela-

tion. However, several shortcomings of MOND exist [124, 224]. The dynamics

of galaxy clusters is a notable challenge for MOND theories, most glaringly in

the case of the Bullet Cluster which has been touted as “Direct Evidence of Dark

Matter” [103]. Additionally, the matter power spectrum from MOND theories is

2



in stark disagreement with observations [124]. Among other challenges (see e.g.

[124, 224]) these present a strong case against MOND.

The corpus of observational evidence and the shortcomings of alternative grav-

ity theories has fostered a wide agreement between particle physicists, astrophysi-

cists, and cosmologists that there is a need for some form of matter to account

for the various observations. This has led to the standard cosmological model –

ΛCDM – containing a cosmological constant (Λ) for dark energy along with Cold

Dark Matter (CDM).

1.2 Dark Matter Properties and Candidates

The ΛCDM framework assumes that there is a currently undiscovered matter

component of the universe (the “Cold Dark Matter”). This most commonly takes

the form of a new particle outside the Standard Model paradigm, though there

are also intriguing arguments for the possibility that dark matter consists of pri-

mordial black holes (PBH) that were formed early in the universe [171]. In either

case, any proposed dark matter must meet a handful of conditions.

As implied by the name, the dark matter must be “dark”. That is to say that

any electromagnetic interactions are suppressed below current detection thresh-

olds. The dark matter also must be stable on timescales of the Hubble time in

order to both have played a significant role in large-scale-structure formation while

surviving to the current time in the observed abundances. Additionally, the dark

matter must be “cold”. In other words, the dark matter must be relatively massive

in comparison to its rest mass and non-relativistic during the early universe in

order to account for the observed structure of the universe on large scales. These

conditions eliminate all SM particles as candidates for DM, emphasizing the need

for new physics. For instance, protons and electrons certainly have significant
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charge so are not “dark”. Neutrons meet the neutrality condition, but do not ful-

fill the stability requirement given the relatively short free neutron lifetime ∼ 900

s. Neutrinos are both stable and electromagnetically neutral, but do not meet the

“cold” criterion to be a good DM candidate.

Further phenomenological arguments can be applied in order to constrain the

possible mass range of DM candidates. From the basic requirement that the DM

particle is gravitationally bound on length scales representative of dwarf galaxies

(i.e. ∼ kpc) a lower bound can be determined. Taking this length scale to be

the upper limit of the DM de Broglie wavelength, the mass then has a lower limit

of m & 10−22 eV [179, 202]. Note that this assumes the particle is a boson. A

fermion will have a maximum allowed phase space density, and Pauli blocking

becomes relevant [307], increasing the minimum DM mass by roughly 23 orders

of magnitude.

At the high end of the mass spectrum, a rough upper limit on the DM can

be determined by placing conditions on the discreteness of the DM on galactic

scales. The granularity of DM can produce observable effects by disrupting bound

systems. For masses m > 106M�, this can lead to heating of the galactic disk

[198] and masses at the level of m & 103M� would disrupt globular clusters

[164, 267, 232]. Thus we have an upper bound m . 103M� ∼ 1070 eV.

Given the conditions described above, there exists a wide and diverse zoo of

potential DM candidates across a mass scale spanning ∼ 90 orders of magnitude.

A particularly well motivated class of particle DM candidates that has received

some of the most scrutiny is Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [291].

In the following section we discuss some of the motivations for WIMPs as DM

along with approaches to detecting and constraining this class of particles.
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1.3 WIMP Dark Matter and Detection Methods

WIMPs are a class of neutral, stable particles with masses roughly on the

order of the electroweak scale (∼ GeV - TeV), sufficiently satisfying the require-

ments discussed in the previous section. Additionally, WIMPs are thermal relics

produced in the early universe before undergoing freeze-out as the temperature of

the universe cools below the weak scale. The density of WIMPs that then remains

in the universe after freeze-out is dependent on the annihilation cross-section of

the particle. For the typical annihilation cross-section at the electroweak scale,

the resulting fractional abundance is roughly the same as the current observed

DM density. This apparent coincidence (sometimes referred to as the “WIMP

Miracle”) has made WIMPs one of the more intriguing classes of DM candi-

dates, and has spurred numerous and varied experimental search techniques (cf.

[21, 43, 191, 37, 36]).

The methods used in the identification of DM can be broadly placed into the

three categories of direct detection, indirect detection, and collider searches. Col-

lider searches rely on the production of DM particles from the collision of standard

model particles (e.g. proton-proton collisions at the Large Hadron Collider) and

are naturally model-dependent [60]. Since the detectors in collider experiments

are not able to detect the DM directly, the signature in collider searches is in

the form of missing energy after the collisions that would correspond to the DM

escaping the detector.

Direct detection experiments focus on DM interactions with the standard

model, primarily DM scattering off of Standard Model particles as the DM passes

through the Earth-based detectors. There are several different implementations

of this approach (see [279] for a comprehensive review), however currently the

strongest constraints for WIMPs with m & 5 GeV come from the XENON1T

5



[323] and LUX [16] liquid noble gas detectors. Thus far, no definitive DM signal

has been seen in collider or direct detection experiments, though direct detection

experiments have been able to place constraints on the DM-nucleon scattering

cross-section, and collider searches can constrain certain model-dependent inter-

actions.

Another promising approach to DM searches is indirect detection, wherein the

annihilation or decay of WIMP DM produces Standard Model particles that can

then be detected using a multitude of standard techniques. These encompass much

of multi-messenger astronomy, including the detection of neutrinos, cosmic-rays,

and electromagnetic radiation. While the neutrino [186, 27, 303] and cosmic-ray

[101, 25, 260] approaches can also provide interesting results, we will focus on the

electromagnetic signatures of annihilating DM.

Significant research efforts have been put into DM indirect searches across the

electromagnetic spectrum. In particular, gamma-rays have been extensively used

to seek out signals of DM with both ground based [324, 266] and space based

observatories, most notably the Fermi-LAT [22]. DM annihliations can produce

neutral pions, which rapidly decay into gamma-rays. The gamma-rays then travel

in straight lines directly from the source to the detector, making them enticing

targets for DM indirect searches. In addition to gamma-rays produced by the

annihilation of DM, observations at other wavelengths are a powerful and com-

plementary probe of DM. Annihilations of DM are predicted to yield charged

relativistic electrons and positrons [106]. These charged particles then emit sec-

ondary radiation at radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray energies through a variety of

radiative processes [106, 220]. In the presence of magnetic fields, the electrons

will synchrotron radiate and produce synchrotron emission. The relativistic elec-

trons and positrons can also upscatter ambient photons to higher energies through

6



inverse Compton scattering. CMB photons which are ubiquitous throughout the

universe are up-scattered to X-ray energies, while infrared and starlight photons

can be scattered to X-ray and soft gamma-ray energies [219, 221]. A difficulty

arises with the secondary emission because effects of diffusion become important

and must be accounted for in calculations of the expected flux [220].

Targets that are well suited to multiwavelength DM searches encompass a large

range of astrophysical systems, including local dwarf galaxies, normal galaxies

(e.g. the Milky Way, M31), and galaxy clusters. Ideal targets are those that

exhibit a high concentration of DM, low astrophysical background, and – for

radio searches – magnetic fields of at least around ∼ µG in order to produce

detectable synchrotron emission. Galaxy clusters for example meet many of these

criteria (and also benefit from negligible diffusion effects [220, 106]). Clusters

are the largest virialized objects in the universe with the majority of their mass

(∼ 80%) being composed of DM. Previously, non-detections of gamma-rays in

clusters have been used to constrain DM annihilation [7]. Clusters are also known

to typically contain magnetic fields at the & µG scale making them potentially

strong targets for radio searches [292, 293, 106]. Recent studies have shown that

with upcoming radio equipment, clusters have the capability of providing highly

competitive constraints on the DM cross-section [293].

Similarly, local group dwarf galaxies are also DM rich, near in proximity, and

– in the case of dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) – contain low astrophysical

backgrounds at radio, X-ray, and gamma-ray energies. Some of the most stringent

indirect detection constraints on the DM annihilation cross-section come from

gamma-ray observations of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [9]. At radio frequencies,

several studies of dwarfs have been performed exploring current observational

constraints [107, 283, 238] as well as the ability of upcoming instruments such as
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the Square-Kilometer Array (SKA) radio telescope [96, 194] to further constrain

annihilating DM models.

Galaxies such as the Milky Way and M31 are known to exist in large DM

halos, making them natural targets for DM searches, and the presence of magnetic

fields in these systems can produce observable synchrotron emission needed for

multiwavelength probes. In particular, the Galactic Center (GC) of the MW is

expected to be one of the brightest sources of DM annihilation due to its proximity

(∼ 8.3 kpc) as well as the higher concentration of DM in the inner regions of

galaxies. Multiple separate gamma-ray observations of the GC using the Fermi-

LAT telescope have revealed a significant detection of extended excess emission

peaking at ∼ 2 GeV and exhibiting an approximately spherical spatial symmetry

[175, 166, 167, 2, 116, 83, 84, 177, 327, 15]. This emission, commonly referred

to as the “Galactic Center Excess” (GCE) has been shown in multiple studies

to be consistent with the signal expected from WIMP DM annihilating through

quark-antiquark channels with a mass of ∼ 30−50 GeV and an annihilation cross-

section in line with that of a thermal relic [2, 83, 116, 167, 175]. The possibility of

a DM annihilation signal in the GCE has undergone extensive scrutiny, and while

the GCE can potentially be explained through other astrophysical processes, the

possibility of DM annihilation is enticing.

If the GCE is in fact due to DM annihilation, there should also be similar

DM induced emission signals in nearby DM halos. The Andromeda (M31) galaxy

offers an excellent target for such a comparative study as the nearest large spiral

galaxy at a distance of ∼ 785 kpc. Early observations were able to place upper

limits on the gamma-ray emission from M31, though no definitive signal had been

reported [146, 256, 288, 53]. In more recent years, an observed extended emission

in the central region of M31 with a radial extent ∼ 5 kpc was reported from
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observations with the Fermi-LAT [10]. Additionally, recent observations of diffuse

gamma-ray emission in the outer halo of M31 could also have implications DM

annihilation in Andromeda [196]. Due to similarities between the MW and M31,

as well as between the purported observed excesses in each galaxy, previous work

in studying the GCE can serve as a guide for how to approach understanding the

emission in M31.

Both the GCE as well as the M31 observations provide intriguing potential

signals of DM annihilation. However, a complicating factor when searching for

DM induced emission in galaxies is the existence of astrophysical backgrounds at

essentially all wavelengths of interest. This presents difficulties in disentangling

a possible DM signal from other standard astrophysical emissions. In addition

to a DM interpretation, astrophysics based explanations for the GCE have been

put forward including an unresolved population of point sources in the form of

millisecond pulsars (MSP) [26, 64, 133] or additional cosmic-rays sources [91, 154,

100]. Unsurprisingly, these have similarly drawn interest as possible explanations

for the M31 observation [133, 151, 221]. It is likely that each of these components

can partially contribute to the gamma-ray emission, though as of yet the DM

interpretations have still provided some of the best fits to the gamma-ray spectrum

of the GCE. However, concerted multiwavelength observations can continue to

provide a better understanding of both the GCE as well as the gamma-ray emission

in M31, which has not faced the same degree of scientific scrutiny as the GCE.
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1.4 Self Interacting Dark Matter and Small Scale

Challenges

While WIMPs are well motivated DM candidates from both cosmological and

particle physics perspectives, the lack of strong experimental evidence has weak-

ened the case for WIMP DM [21]. As collider experiments reach higher and higher

energies without finding evidence of WIMPs, along with the ever more stringent

constraints on the annihilation, decay, and WIMP-nucleon scattering properties

provided by indirect and direct searches, scientists in the field have been increas-

ingly interested in exploring DM candidates external to the WIMP paradigm.

Further motivation for non-WIMP DM comes from challenges that arise in the

ΛCDM framework.

The ΛCDM model of cosmology has done an excellent job describing the

structure of the universe on large scales as well as elements of galaxy forma-

tion [55, 286, 308]. However, on smaller scales discrepancies arise between obser-

vations in the local universe and the small-scale-structure predicted by ΛCDM

N-body simulations [72, 310]. A few of note include the missing satellites prob-

lem [197, 234], the core-cusp problem[148, 233, 192], and the “Too-Big-To-Fail”

problem [62, 63].

The missing satellites problem describes the discrepancy between the observed

number of low-mass satellite galaxies found in galactic scale DM halos and the

abundance of sub-halos predicted by simulations. High resolution cosmological

simulations predict on the order of thousands of observable satellites in a typical

Milky Way halo [285], yet to date only roughly ∼ 50 have been discovered [128].

The core-cusp problem highlights the inability of many CDM simulations to

accurately predict the inner structure of DM cores. In simulations, DM halos are
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characterized by steep “cuspy” densities in their inner regions. However, observed

DM halos instead usually exhibit a diversity of more flat, cored inner profiles.

Finally, the “Too-Big-To-Fail” problem refers to a lack of observed local galax-

ies with high central densities. The most massive satellite galaxies observed have

central densities lower than those predicted in simulations [285]. If the predicted

high density subhalos do exist, they should be “Too-Big” not to form stars (i.e.

“to-Fail” to form stars) and thus – in principle – be observable. So either by some

mechanism star-formation in these specific galaxies has been suppressed, or CDM

fails to accurately describe the structure of the galaxies at this scale.

While there are strong motivations suggesting that baryonic effects play a

meaningful role in understanding these discrepancies [67, 243, 168, 19], another

intriguing approach is to consider how modifications to the standard collisionless

cold dark matter paradigm can address these issues. For instance, warm dark

matter has been suggested as a possible explanation of the missing satellites, as

dark matter with some greater free-streaming in the early universe could wipe

out the smaller perturbations that would ultimately form the simulation based

expectation of subhalo abundances [57, 66].

An additional possibility is Self-Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) wherein DM

is not fully collisionless, but rather can exhibit some degree of self-interactions.

If the collisional cross-section is sufficiently large, these self-interactions can have

observable macroscopic effects on the DM halo properties. N-Body simulations

that incorporate DM self-interactions provide some of our best understanding of

how SIDM can affect DM substructure and halos. Several studies have shown

that SIDM with σ/m ≈ 0.5 − 10 cm2/g produces flat cores and lower densities

in the inner regions of DM halos, which can address the core-cusp and TBTF

problems [318, 254, 137]. Dark matter self-interactions also impact the shapes
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of the DM halos. In CDM, halos tend to be triaxial [131], however introducing

self interactions yields halos that are more spherical due to isotropized particle

velocities [254, 284, 115].

Early constraints on the SIDM cross-section did not bode well for a SIDM so-

lution to the small-scale problems. Simulations of SIDM in cluster cores [325, 227]

along with strong-lensing measurements of cluster halo shapes [231] set limits on

the cross-section at σ/m . 0.02 − 0.1 cm2/g. This effectively eliminates the

cross section parameter space necessary to address the small-scale challenges pre-

viously discussed. Additional constraints from merging systems – specifically, the

Bullet Cluster – place the cross-section at the level of σ/m . 0.7 − 1.25 cm2/g

[262, 214], again ruling out a large portion of the cross-section range of interest.

However, more recent simulations with higher resolution have shown that the pre-

vious cluster based constraints were overly optimistic, and that cross-sections up

to σ/m . 1 cm2/g are still viable [268, 254]. Still, in order to both alleviate the

small-scale structure challenges while abiding by the observational constraints,

the interaction cross section must depend on the relative velocity of the particles

[193, 138]. Thus, constraints on the SIDM cross-section are relevant at specific

velocity (i.e. halo mass) scales, and complementary probes are needed from dwarf

(v ∼ 10 km/s) to galaxy (v ∼ 100 km/s) to cluster scales (v ∼ 1, 000 km/s).

As noted earlier, dark matter self-interactions are expected to alter the shapes

of DM halos, making them more spherical in comparison to their triaxial ellip-

soidal CDM counterparts [254, 284, 115]. Therefore, measurements of the DM

halos shapes – namely, the ellipticity ε – can be used to constrain the interaction

cross-section. X-ray observations of elliptical galaxies offer a potentially powerful

method of probing dark matter self-interactions at galactic scales. In Ref. [75, 81],

it is shown that when certain conditions are met the X-ray emitting gas in ellip-
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tical galaxies can be treated as a tracer of the overall gravitating matter. In Ref

[81], this technique was employed using data from the Chandra X-ray telescope

to demonstrate the existence of a triaxial DM halo in NGC 720 as well as to

constrain the DM halo ellipticity [81]. Critical to the “X-ray Shape Theorem”

approach [77, 78, 75] is the assumption that the X-Ray gas is in hydrostatic equi-

librium. If the hydrostatic equilibrium assumption holds, then the relaxed X-ray

emitting gas fills the gravitational potential well, taking on the three-dimensional

shape of the DM dominated potential. By using X-ray observations to model the

3D shape of the gas, the 3D distribution of gravitating matter – roughly corre-

sponding to the DM distribution – can be determined.

The measured ellipticities of these halos can then be compared to SIDM

simulations. In the NGC 720 analysis [81] the DM ellipticity was found to be

ε ≈ 0.35 − 0.4. SIDM Simulations performed in Ref. [254] considered a range of

cross-sections (0, 0.1, 1 cm2/g) and computed the ellipticities for simulated halos

with masses of ∼ 1012 − 1013M�. While the measured ellipticity of NGC 720 ap-

pears to be inconsistent with the σ/m = 1 cm2/g, it does fall within the ellipticity

distributions for the more moderate interaction strength of σ/m = 0.1 cm2/g as

well as for CDM. Of note however, is the fact that the ellipticity distributions

contain significant scatter, making definitive statements on the cross-section dif-

ficult. This highlights the need for an analysis of an ensemble of galaxies rather

than just the singular case of NGC 720 in order to draw more meaningful conclu-

sions from this method. Several elliptical galaxies have been identified for which

the hydrostatic approximation is suitable and for which there exists high-quality

X-ray data (e.g. [184]). Performing the shape measurements on these galaxies

can provide the observational information needed to compare with simulations in

order to gain a more complete picture of viable DM self-interaction cross-sections.
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1.5 Outline of the Dissertation

In the remainder of this dissertation, I discuss efforts to constrain properties of

dark matter using astrophysical observations across the electromagnetic spectrum.

Namely, these include searching for multiwavelength signals of DM annihilation

and X-ray shape measurements of elliptical galaxies as a probe of dark matter

self-interactions.

In chapter 2, I present the publicly available RX-DMFIT tool used for cal-

culating the secondary multiwavelength emission from DM annihilation. First, I

discuss the theory for the relevant radiative processes and the role of diffusion in

the emission spectrum, and then examine the potential signals and constraints

from interesting astrophysical targets for multiwavelength DM searches. In chap-

ter 3 I study potential multiwavelength signals of DM annihilation in Andromeda

in the context of recently detected gamma-ray emission in the central region of

M31. I explore whether DM models consistent with the Milky Way GCE can

also produce the observed M31 emissions, as well as the consistency in the DM

annihilation spectrum for M31 at different frequencies compared to observational

data. In chapter 4, I perform a similar analysis wherein instead of the observed

emission originating from DM annihilation, I consider the possibility of a purely

astrophysical origin. In this scenario, the multiwavelength spectrum of M31 orig-

inates from standard cosmic-ray populations, such as supernovae and pulsar wind

nebulae. In chapter 5, I analyze a sample of isolated elliptical galaxies using data

from the Chandra and XMM-Newton X-ray satellites and determine their X-ray

ellipticity and surface brightness profiles. Invoking the hydrostatic equilibrium

assumption, the X-ray images are used as a tracer of the gravitating potential

and the shape of the total gravitating matter is determined. I then discuss the

implication of these results for dark matter self-interactions. Finally, in chapter 6
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I provide a brief summary of this work and the results, along with discussion of

future directions for this research.
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Chapter 2

Multiwavelength Analysis of

Dark Matter Annihilation and

RX-DMFIT

Note: The work in this chapter is adapted from “Multiwavelength analysis

of dark matter annihilation and RX-DMFIT.” by A. McDaniel, T. Jeltema, S.

Profumo, and E. Storm in J. Cosmology Astropart. Phys., 9:027, September

2017.

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Background and Motivation

Proposed dark matter WIMP models can undergo self-annihilation yielding

standard model particles such as quarks, leptons, and bosons, which can then de-

cay into charged particles such as electrons and positrons. The presence of these

particles in astrophysical systems leads to unique signatures across the electromag-
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netic spectrum due to radiative processes such as synchrotron, inverse Compton

(IC), bremsstrahlung, and Coulomb energy losses [106].

While there have been considerable efforts to study gamma-ray emission from

dark matter annihilation in a variety of systems, e.g. [7, 9, 98, 116, 6, 5], a

multiwavelength approach provides a complementary probe and in certain cases

stronger constraints on dark matter properties [292, 293]. The synchrotron emis-

sion from these particles is the result of ambient magnetic fields that accelerate

the charged particles, causing them to emit radiation at radio wavelengths. The

IC radiation peaks at X-ray frequencies and is the result of photons from vari-

ous radiation sources such as the CMB and starlight being up-scattered by the

relativistic particles.

For a multiwavelength approach to indirect dark matter searches we focus on

three main categories of astrophysical targets: galaxy clusters, local group dwarf

galaxies, and other nearby galaxies (including the Milky Way Galactic Center).

Galaxy clusters are the largest virialized objects in the universe and are highly dark

matter dominated. These are enticing targets due to the large presence of dark

matter as well as the presence of µG scale magnetic fields [144, 69, 163], enabling

synchrotron processes. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) are also targets of great

interest to dark matter searches. The proximity of the local group dwarfs along

with their low luminosity and high concentration of dark matter make them prime

targets for indirect dark matter searches [215, 294]. Particularly, dwarf spheroidal

galaxies generally lack high radio and X-ray emission, which allow us to place

stronger constraints on dark matter properties by analyzing the synchrotron and

IC radiation from dark matter annihilation. Other interesting targets for dark

matter searches include galaxies such as M31 [132, 134] or the Galactic center

of the Milky Way [264, 200, 5]. These systems are thought to be rich in dark
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matter, as well as to contain magnetic fields capable of producing synchrotron

emissions from dark matter annihilation products. Particularly, reports of gamma-

ray excesses in these systems [10, 116] that could potentially be due to the presence

of dark matter make these compelling targets, since a gamma-ray signal from dark

matter should be accompanied by radio and X-ray signatures. A difficulty with

these targets however, is the presence of other astrophysical processes that can

create signatures similar to what we would expect to see from dark matter.

In order to model the multiwavelength DM signal, besides the relevant radia-

tive processes there are additional important effects such as spatial diffusion of

the charged particles that require greater study. In former studies of galaxy clus-

ters for instance, the role of diffusion has been estimated to be negligible [106],

whereas in other systems such as dSphs it cannot be ignored [107]. The extent to

which diffusion affects the analysis of a system is determined by factors includ-

ing the physical size of the region, energy losses of the particles, and magnetic

fields. For example, in larger environments such as galaxy clusters the particle

byproducts of dark matter annihilation are able to lose all their energy within

the region of study, whereas in smaller systems the energetic particles escape the

system before fully radiating through synchrotron and IC processes. Additionally,

the strong dependence on the magnetic field of synchrotron losses and diffusion

effects means that uncertainties in the magnetic field must be examined before

making assumptions on the role of diffusion.

To facilitate multiwavelength indirect dark matter searches in astrophysical

systems, the main purpose of this work presented in this chapter is to introduce

and describe the RX-DMFIT (Radio and X-ray - DMFIT) tool. RX-DMFIT is

an extension of the DMFIT [188] tool developed by Jeltema & Profumo (2008)

which is used for gamma-ray fitting. The RX-DMFIT code1 is publicly available
1https://github.com/alex-mcdaniel/RX-DMFIT
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and provides the user a tool with which to calculate the properties of secondary

emission from dark matter annihilation due to synchrotron and IC processes. In

particular, it relies on the DarkSUSY [165] Fortran package to provide the elec-

tron/positron injection spectrum for a given dark matter mass and annihilation

channel. From the injection spectrum the RX-DMFIT tool calculates the emissiv-

ities and fluxes based on the user provided properties of the astrophysical system.

Also, provided observational flux density data, RX-DMFIT can calculate dark

matter particle constraints from synchrotron and IC radiation. The tool consists

of 19 C++ files including 5 .h header files and interfaces with the DarkSUSY

Fortran package. Integrations are carried out using the methods from the GNU

Scientific Library [156]. Users have the ability to specify a multitude of system

parameters including physical size of the system, magnetic field strength, dark

matter density profile, and diffusion properties among others. In all, RX-DMFIT

has roughly 15 different physical parameters to be manipulated.

This chapter is organized in the following manner. In section 2.2 we describe

the analytic solution of the diffusion equation and subsequently derive the syn-

chrotron and IC flux densities. In section 2.3 we assign and describe parameter

values chosen for the models used in our analysis, which we then analyze using

the RX-DMFIT tool in section 2.4 showing the effects of altering system compo-

nents such as the role of diffusion and the magnetic field. In this section, we also

demonstrate the use of the tool to place constraints on the DM particle cross-

section using radio observations before presenting our conclusions in section 5.6.

Throughout this chapter we assume a ΛCDM universe with H0 = 70.4 km s−1

Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.73. We note here that these cosmological parameters

are fixed in RX-DMFIT, though they are readily accessible in the source code in

case adjustments are desired.
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2.2 Radiation From DM Annihilation

2.2.1 Diffusion Equation

In order to calculate the synchrotron and IC emission from DM annihilation,

we must first obtain the equilibrium e± spectrum by solving the diffusion equation:

∂

∂t

∂ne
∂E

= ∇
[
D(E, r)∇∂ne

∂E

]
+ ∂

∂E

[
b(E, r)∂ne

∂E

]

+Q(E, r).
(2.1)

Here ∂ne/∂E is the equilibrium electron density, Q(E, r) is our electron source

term, D(E, r) is the diffusion coefficient, and b(E, r) is the energy loss term.

We assume equilibrium and seek a steady state solution, thus we set the time

dependence on the left hand side of the equation to zero. Our source term is

given by,

Q (E, r) =
〈σv〉 ρ2

χ(r)
2M2

χ

dN

dEinj
, (2.2)

where we use the Fortran package DarkSUSY v5.1.2 to determine the electron/positron

injection spectrum per dark matter annihilation event, dN/dEinj, which is depen-

dent on the DM particle mass, annihilation channel, and the source energy, E.

For the diffusion coefficient, we adopt a spatially independent form with a

power law energy dependence. The RX-DMFIT tool includes two forms for the

diffusion coefficient: a simplified power law in energy, and another that incor-

porates the degree of uniformity of the magnetic field. They are respectively:
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D(E) = D0E
γ (2.3a)

D(E) = D0
d

2/3
B

B
1/3
avg

Eγ, (2.3b)

where dB is the minimum uniformity scale of the magnetic field and D0 is the

diffusion constant [106, 105, 51].

In the full energy loss term we include contributions from synchrotron, inverse

compton (IC), Coulomb, and bremsstrahlung losses. Each energy loss term is

dependent on the energies of the electrons and positrons, as well as the magnetic

field strength in the case of synchrotron losses and the CMB photon spectrum for

IC losses. Additionally, the Couloumb and bremmstrahlung losses are dependent

on the thermal electron density, ne. The full energy loss expression is

b(E, r) = bIC(E) + bSynch.(E, r) + bCoul.(E) + bBrem.(E)

= b0
ICE

2 + b0
Synch.B

2(r)E2

+ b0
Coul.ne

(
1 + log

(
E/me

ne

)
/75

)

+ b0
Brem.ne

(
log

(
E/me

ne

)
+ 0.36

)
.

(2.4)

Here ne is the mean number density of thermal electrons. For high energy e± the

synchrotron and IC losses are dominant.

A general analytic solution for equation 2.1 has previously been determined

for the case of homogenous diffusion using the Green’s function method [106, 162],

which in general can also be applied to non-stationary sources. We are interested

in the steady-state solution, and following the notation of Colafrancesco et. al.
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(2006) [106] have a solution of the form,

∂ne
∂E

= 1
b(E, r)

∫ Mχ

E
dE ′G (r, v(E)− v(E ′))Q(E, r). (2.5)

where the Green’s function, G (r, v(E)− v(E ′)), is given by,

G(r,∆v) = 1√
4π∆v

∞∑
n=−∞

(−1)n
∫ rh

0
dr′

r′

rn

(
ρχ(r′)
ρχ(r)

)2

×
[
exp

(
−(r′ − rn)2

4∆v

)
− exp

(
−(r′ + rn)2

4∆v

)]
. (2.6)

As in previous work [106, 24], we impose the free escape boundary condition at

the radius of the diffusion zone, rh, using the image charge method with charges

placed at rn = (−1)nr + 2nrh. Information about both the diffusion coefficient

and energy loss terms have been incorporated into the ∆v = v(E)− v(E ′) term,

where v(E) is:

v(E) =
∫ Mχ

E
dẼ

D(Ẽ)
b(Ẽ)

. (2.7)

Here
√

∆v has units of length and gives the mean distance traveled by an electron

as it loses energy between its source energy, E ′, and interaction energy, E. Note

that in order to derive the Green’s function for the diffusion equation using the

method of Colafrancesco et. al. (2006) a spatially independent magnetic field is

needed. For evaluation of the Green’s function we approximate the energy loss

term, b(E, r) ≈ b(E) by using an average magnetic field strength. That is, in

equation 4.8 we take,

bSynch.(E) ≈ b0
Synch.B

2
avgE

2. (2.8)

This approximation is used only in the evaluation of the Green’s function, whereas

for the energy loss term outside the integral of equation 4.12 we incorporate the
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full spatial profile of the magnetic field.

2.2.2 Synchrotron

The electrons and positrons produced as a result of dark matter annihilation

produce multiwavelength emission through a variety of radiative processes. For

instance, in the presence of reasonably strong magnetic fields (i.e. B > BCMB '

3.25(1 + z)2µG) energy losses of the relativistic electrons and positrons are dom-

inated by radio synchrotron radiation. From [293, 209] we have the synchrotron

power for a frequency ν averaged over all direction as:

Psyn (ν, E, r) =
∫ π

0
dθ

sin θ
2 2π

√
3r0mecν0 sin θF

(
x

sin θ

)
, (2.9)

where r0 = e2/(mec
2) is the classical electron radius, θ is the pitch angle (i.e.

the angle between the particle velocity and the magnetic field [56]), and ν0 =

eB/(2πmec) is the non-relativistic gyrofrequency. The x and F terms are defined

as,

x ≡ 2ν (1 + z)m2
e

3ν0E2 , (2.10)

F (s) ≡ s
∫ ∞
s

dζK5/3 (ζ) ' 1.25s1/3e−s
[
648 + s2

]1/12
, (2.11)

where K5/3 is the Bessel function of order 5/3. The synchrotron emissivity at a

frequency ν is found by folding the synchrotron power and electron equilibrium

spectrum:

jsyn (ν, r) = 2
∫ Mχ

me
dE

dne
dE

(E, r)Psyn (ν, E, r) . (2.12)
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From this we calculate the integrated flux density spectrum, which we find by

taking the line of sight integral of the emissivity to find the surface brightness,

then subsequently integrate the surface brightness over the solid angle of the

emission region. This gives us:

Ssyn(ν) =
∫

Ω
dΩ

∫
los
dljsyn (ν, l) . (2.13)

Approximating the target as a small region with much greater distance than size

gives the final result:

Ssyn ≈
1
D2
A

∫
drr2jsyn(ν, r), (2.14)

where DA is the angular diameter distance.

2.2.3 Inverse Compton

For regions with lower magnetic fields, the dominant radiative process is in-

verse Compton (IC) scattering of background photons, including most promi-

nently the 2.73K Cosmic Microwave Background photons. Relativistic electrons

and positrons from dark matter annihilation scatter the ambient CMB photons,

producing a spectral peak between the soft to hard X-ray bands depending on the

mass of the dark matter particle [190]. With the photon number density n (ε),

and the IC scattering cross-section σ (Eγ, ε, E), the IC power is:

PIC (Eγ, E) = cEγ

∫
dε n (ε)σ (Eγ, ε, E) . (2.15)

Here ε is the energy of the target CMB photons, E is the energy of the rela-

tivistic electrons and positrons, and Eγ is the energy of the upscattered photons.
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σ (Eγ, ε, E) is given by the Klein-Nishina formula:

σ (Eγ, ε, E) = 3σT
4εγ2G (q,Γ) , (2.16)

where σT is the Thomson cross-section and G(q,Γ) is given by [56]:

G(q,Γ) =
[
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1− q) + (2q)2(1− q)

2(1 + Γq)

]
, (2.17)

where,

Γ = 4εγ
mec2 = 4γ2ε

E
, q = Eγ

Γ(E − Eγ)
(2.18)

For this process, the range of values of q is determined by the kinematics of the

problem to be 1/ (4γ2) ≤ q ≤ 1 [106, 56, 273]. As with the synchrotron emission,

we find the local emissivity by folding the power with the electron equilibrium

density,

jIC (Eγ, r) = 2
∫ Mχ

me
dE

dne
dE

(E, r)PIC (E,Eγ) , (2.19)

and the (approximate) integrated flux density is:

SIC ≈
1
D2
A

∫
drr2jIC(Eγ, r), (2.20)

2.3 Parameter Selection

In the following sections we describe and assign the various parameters required

to define our target, and present the results of radiation from DM annihilation

as calculated by RX-DMFIT. We will demonstrate the use of RX-DMFIT by

performing our analysis on three scales: A cluster scale model emulating the

Coma cluster, where we assume a redshift z = 0.0232 and diffusion zone rh = 415

kpc [292]; a dwarf spheroidal model similar to the Draco dwarf with redshift
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corresponding to a distance of 80 kpc [195] and a diffusion zone rh = 2.5 kpc

[107]; and finally a galactic scale model similar to M31 at a distance 780 kpc [4]

and with a diffusion zone radius of rh = 30 kpc borrowing from analysis of the

Milky Way [296].

2.3.1 Magnetic Field Model

The RX-DMFIT tool currently supports two magnetic field models. These are

B(r) = B0 e
−r/rc (2.21a)

B(r) = B0

[
1 +

(
r

rc

)2
]−1.5βη

, (2.21b)

where B0 is the central magnetic field strength and rc is the core radius of the

target system.

Clusters: The presence of large scale magnetic fields in galaxy clusters has

been demonstrated through various methods such as observations of radio ha-

los, purported inverse compton X-ray emission, and Faraday Rotation Measures

(FRM) among others [169]. The typical ranges that have been determined for

magnetic field strength in non-cool-core clusters based on FRMs are ∼ 1-10 µG,

whereas clusters with cool cores have been found to host magnetic fields in the

range of ∼ 10-40 µG [90]. In our analysis we explore both a “non-cool-core” (NCC)

model and a “cool-core” (CC) model. A prototypical and well-studied NCC clus-

ter is the Coma cluster, with a reported central magnetic field of B0 = 4.7µG

and rc = 291 kpc [58]. For the CC cluster model, the Perseus cluster provides

the prototypical example with a field strength B0 = 25µG [302] and core radius

rc = 46 kpc [292]. CC clusters typically have higher central fields with steeper
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profiles whereas the NCC clusters tend to host lower strength, shallow field pro-

files. These differences are generally attributed in part to major mergers of NCC

clusters that destroy the cool core [182, 82]. In both the NCC and CC systems

we adopt the the beta model magnetic field profile of equation 2.21b. This choice

of the profile is motivated by simulations [236] along with observations of clusters

such as Coma [58] that suggest magnetic fields in clusters scale with the thermal

gas density which is often modeled with a beta-model [95]. We also include the

free-parameter η as in previous cluster magnetic field modeling [58, 314]. The β

and rc parameters are typically fit by X-ray observations [99], whereas η is usually

fit using FRMs [314]. While the values for β and η are easily adjusted by the user

in RX-DMFIT we will adopt β = 0.75 and η = 0.5 throughout our calculations,

noting that the effect of varying these parameters is minimal [293].

dSphs: Previous explorations of the magnetic field present in dSph galaxies

show that any fields present would be relatively small, with most estimates for the

magnetic field strength being Bµ ∼ 1µG [283, 107], although some estimates are

as large as Bµ ∼ 2µG for dwarfs in the outer regions of the Milky Way magnetic

field [238]. For our purposes we will adopt the more conservative estimates of

a central strength Bµ = 1µG. The spatial profile of magnetic fields in dwarfs

is similarly poorly defined, leading us to adopt the simple exponential model of

equation 2.21a. For the estimate of the core radius we take the half-light radius

of Draco to be rc = 0.22 kpc [217].

Galaxies: The magnetic fields structure in galaxies is often considerably more

complex than considered in this analysis. However, for our purposes we again

employ the exponential model given by equation 2.21a for the magnetic field,

while noting that a full treatment of the magnetic fields structure in galaxies can

potentially impact the resulting synchrotron emission. Values for the magnetic
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ρs (GeV/cm3) rs (kpc) Ref.
Cluster 0.0399 404 [292]
dSph 1.40 1 [107]
Galaxy 0.184 24.42 [70]

Table 2.1: Dark matter density parameters of each system for an NFW profile.

field in the centermost region of M31 have been reported to be up to 15 µG [174].

Using a core radius of 10 kpc [296], this value provides us with an average field

strength of ∼ 4.8 µG in our model which is consistent with previous studies of

M31 [160].

2.3.2 Dark Matter Profile

The DM profile modeling supports user-selection of the Navarro-Frenk-White

(NFW) profile [240, 241], as well as the Einasto profile [136, 242] in the forms,

NFW: ρ (r) = ρs(
r
rs

) (
1 + r

rs

)2 (2.22)

Einasto: ρ (r) = ρs exp
{
− 2
α

[(
r

rs

)α
− 1

]}
. (2.23)

In the RX-DMFIT code, users supply relevant characteristic density, ρs, and ra-

dius, rs, as well as the α parameter for the Einasto profile. In this chapter we will

restrict our analysis to mainly make use of the NFW profile, and use the same

NFW density and radius values for both the NCC and CC cluster models. The

parameters chosen for each example system with references are summarized in

table 2.1.
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2.3.3 Diffusion Parameters

Due to the lack of concrete values for diffusion in the different systems being

studied here, we adopt the same initial parameters across our cluster, dwarf, and

galaxy models. In the following sections we will vary these parameters and see to

what extent the role of diffusion is important on different astrophysical scales.

For diffusion modeling in this chapter we will restrict ourselves to the simple

power law in equation 2.3a. Most values for appropriate D0 are based on studies of

the Milky Way and fall in the range of 1027 - 1029 cm2s−1 [322, 24, 70]. Constraints

on the Milky Way diffusion parameters have been determined based on measured

B/C data in the galaxy [322, 216]. We can also consider theD0 parameter in terms

of its relation to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in order to understand

how it scales with the size of the system. Estimates for the diffusion constant

can be found by assuming D0 ∼ VLL, where VL is the amplitude of the turbulent

velocity and L is the scale of the turbulent motions [201, 189]. Scaling these

parameters for dwarf spheroidals, normal galaxies, and galaxy clusters provides

diffusion constant values compatible with the range above. Furthermore, the

overall size of the system and the magnetic field strength play a role in whether

or not diffusion has a significant impact on the resulting emission. In cluster

sized systems, the length scale over which the electron/positrons lose their energy,

given by
√

∆v, will typically be less than the diffusion zone rh. In contrast,

relativistic particles in smaller systems such as Milky Way sized galaxies and

dwarf spheroidals will be able to escape the diffusion zone before radiating their

energy. In each of these systems, greater magnetic field strength will result in

the relativistic particles radiating their energy more quickly before escaping the

system. These effects can also be considered in terms of the relevant timescales for

each energy loss process in comparison to the timescale for diffusion, with a useful
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example provided in figure A.3 of Appendix A of [106]. While there is a lack of

studies into values for the diffusion constant in other astrophysical systems, the

range of 1027 - 1029 cm2s−1 provides reasonable estimates that we can apply to

our models.

Following previous work [106] we assign γ = 1/3 and take the parameter values

for the energy loss coefficients in equation 4.8 to be b0
syn ' 0.0254, b0

IC ' 0.25,

b0
brem ' 1.51, and b0

Coul ' 6.13, all in units of 10−16 GeV/s. Additionally, we also

must select appropriate values for the average thermal electron density, ne. For

our cluster models we take ne ≈ 10−3 [292], ne ≈ 10−6 [107] for dwarf spheroidals,

and estimate ne ≈ 0.1 [145] for our galaxy model.

2.4 Application and Results

2.4.1 Diffusion Effects

We show the results of the SED and emissivity calculations using the RX-

DMFIT tool. In figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 we show the multiwavelength SED for

each of of our main systems, assuming the bb̄ annihilation channel dominates and

including contributions from IC and synchrotron processes with various values

for the diffusion constant D0. To compare with the expected synchrotron and

IC fluxes, in figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.5 we also include the expected prompt

gamma-ray emission due to the decay of neutral pions. Note that this emission

is not affected by the magnetic field or diffusion parameters, simplifying the flux

calculation (see for instance [106, 264]). For clarity, we do not include the gamma-

ray fluxes in the SEDs of figures 2.4 and 2.7.

Figure 2.1 shows a comparison of the SED for our CC and NCC cluster models.

The CC model contributes more from synchrotron radiation due to its stronger
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magnetic field, whereas the decreased synchrotron emission in the NCC model

leads to comparatively higher IC emissions. In both the CC and NCC models we

do not observe significant impact of spatial diffusion for even the largest diffusion

values of D0 = 3 × 1029 cm2s−1 , which is consistent with previous estimations

of the diffusion effect in galaxy clusters [106]. To help illustrate this point, in

the right panel of figure 2.1 we show the ratio of flux density from synchrotron

radiation in our cluster models with diffusion versus without diffusion over a range

of frequencies. In both the CC and NCC models there is at most a ∼ 2% decrease

when considering our highest diffusion strength. In the case of dSphs, we see

in figure 2.2 that diffusion at all included D0 values plays a significant role in

decreasing the total emission of both the synchrotron and IC radiation as the

relativistic particles escape the diffusion region before radiating. In figure 2.3 we

show the SED of our galaxy model. Here we observe a decrease in synchrotron

emission at each D0 value, however this is considerably less than in the dwarf

model. For instance, the lowest diffusion constant value D0 = 3 × 1027 cm2s−1

yields an essentially negligible decrease in synchrotron emission. Even at the

highest value of D0 = 3× 1029 cm2s−1 there is only about a factor of two decrease

in the synchrotron emission, in contrast to the roughly three order of magnitude

decrease in the dwarf model for this diffusion value. We also note that the decrease

in synchrotron emission is accompanied by a slight increase in the IC emission for

our galaxy model. As the relativistic particles diffuse into regions of diminished

magnetic field within the diffusion zone, IC emission scattering from the uniform

CMB photon distribution becomes the dominant form of radiation.

We also consider a variety of particle models for dark matter annihilation

wherein different channels dominate. In figure 2.4 we show the SED for our dwarf

system under various assumptions for the DM annihilation channel. We note a
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harder spectrum for the leptonic µ+µ− and τ+τ− states than for the bb̄ state,

and a flatter spectrum for the W+W− state. While the leptonic states have

spectra that tend to slant more towards higher energies than the bb̄ channel, the

W+W− channel combines aspects of both the leptonic spectra and the bb̄ spectra

due to the W+W− decay into pions and leptons, resulting in a flattened spectral

profile. Furthermore, as seen in figure 2.5, increased diffusion tends to diminish

this effect as the hard spectrum of the W+W− channel becomes more prominent.

The predicted SED is also affected by other properties of the dark matter particle

model such as the cross-section and particle mass. Changing the DM particle

cross-section only changes the overall normalization since the emission is directly

proportional to the 〈σv〉 by equation 3.2. Varying the DM particle mass on the

other hand will affect the shape and location of the spectrum, with higher Mχ

values producing harder spectra.

Diffusion effects can be seen more clearly by looking at the spatial local emissiv-
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Figure 2.5: SED of the dwarf model with Mχ = 100 GeV and DM annihilation
through the W+W− channel for multiple values of D0 in cm2 s−1.

ity profile for synchrotron and IC emission. In figure 2.6 we show the synchrotron

and IC emissivity profiles for our NCC, dwarf, and galaxy models with various

diffusion constant values. In our NCC model, introducing diffusion causes a slight

decrease in the innermost region of the cluster which quickly returns to the NSD

limit. For instance in the case of the the highest diffusion value of D0 = 3× 1029

cm2s−1 the synchrotron profile approaches the NSD limit at ∼ 10 kpc and the IC

emission reaches the NSD limit at ∼ 40 kpc. Furthermore, in neither case do we

observe a considerable increase in emission along the profile. The NCC emissivity

profiles are consistent with the lack of variation observed in the SEDs for the

different D0 values.

For our dwarf and galaxy models, including diffusion results in a large decrease

in both synchrotron and IC emission for the central regions of each system. This

depletion of emission is greater in the dwarf model than in the galaxy model,

consistent with the SEDs of each system. We also note that diffusion leads to
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a slight excess in synchrotron emission in the outer regions of our dwarf system

for the lower D0 values. This excess is also present in the galaxy model for every

D0 value shown and for a larger portion of the diffusion zone. For instance, with

a diffusion constant value of D0 = 3 × 1027 cm2s−1 the synchrotron emission

of the dwarf reaches the NSD limit at ∼ 0.5 kpc in comparison to rh = 2.5 kpc,

whereas the the galaxy model reaches NSD limit at ∼ 0.9 kpc compared to rh = 30

kpc. Both models also exhibit a flattened IC emission profile. In contrast to the

synchrotron emission that depends on the radially dependent magnetic field, the

IC emission depends on the spatially constant CMB photon distribution, leading

to a flatter emission profile as the relativistic particles diffuse outward. While the

dwarf model yields a slight excess of IC emission for the lowest diffusion strength,

the galaxy model has a small excess in the outer regions for all diffusion values,

providing the increase in IC emission observed in figure 2.3.

2.4.2 Magnetic Fields

Our ability to detect radio signals of from dark matter annihilation depends

significantly on the magnetic field present in the system. In figure 2.7 we again

show the multiwavelength SED for each of our models, this time varying central

magnetic field strength in each case. We assume a diffusion constant value of

D0 = 3 × 1028 cm2s−1 for the dwarf and galaxy models, and assume no spatial

diffusion for the NCC and CC cluster models.

In each model, the magnetic field strength drastically impacts the the total

synchrotron emission. For instance, decreasing the field strength on the dwarf

model from B0 = 1 µG to B0 = 0.1 µG causes a decrease in the synchrotron

radiation by roughly two orders of magnitude. For IC emissions, all of our models

except the dSphs show significant dependence on the magnetic field strength,
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although with an inverse relationship. That is, lower magnetic field strengths in

the galaxy and cluster systems lead to IC processes making up a greater portion

of the total energy loss of the electrons and positrons. So while IC losses do not

explicitly depend on magnetic field strength, systems with lower magnetic fields

provide greater potential for IC radiation. For the NCC cluster model, we see

that an order of magnitude increase in the magnetic field from B0 = 1 to B0 = 10

roughly translates into an even greater increase in radio emission, while decreasing

the IC emission. In the CC cluster model there is less of a dependence on the

central field strength, as shown by only a factor of ∼ 2 increase in synchrotron

emission and factor of ∼ 4 decrease in IC emission from a factor of 4 increase in the

magnetic field strength from B0 = 10 µG to B0 = 40 µG. The weaker dependence

on the central magnetic field in the CC clusters versus the NCC cluster can be

attributed to the smaller core radius of CC clusters. The steeper profiles of the

CC clusters lead to a greater share of the synchrotron emission being confined to

the inner regions of the clusters in comparison to the NCC clusters, meaning that

altering the central field strength will have a lesser impact on the total emission

in CC clusters than in NCC clusters.

2.4.3 Dark Matter Constraints from Synchrotron Radia-

tion

Limits on the DM cross-section can also be determined using observed diffuse

radio emission. To do this, we note that the flux density from dark matter given

by equation 3.17 is directly proportional to the thermal averaged DM particle

cross-section through the source term given in equation 3.2. Thus we can express

the flux density as:

Sχ = 〈σv〉
M2

χ

S ′χ, (2.24)
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Segue I Parameters

rh 1.6 kpc

d 23 kpc

D0 3× 1026 cm2s−1

γ 0.7

B0 2 µG

η 0

ρs 6.6 GeV/cm3

rs 0.15 kpc

α 1/3

Table 2.2: Parameter selection for Segue I model.

where we have simply extracted the 〈σv〉 dependence from the calculated flux

density due to DM annihilation. We can then compare this quantity to an observed

flux density for the system we are modeling and derive a constraint on the dark

matter particle cross-section from,

〈σv〉 = Sobs
S ′χ

M2
χ. (2.25)

Here we present a practical example using RX-DMFIT wherein we derive dark

matter constraints using radio data reported in Natarajan et. al. (2015) [238]

from ν = 1.4 GHz observations of the Segue I dwarf galaxy with the Green Bank

Telescope. From their analysis they find an upper limit flux density of ∼ 0.57

Jy for a region of radius ∼ 4◦. The physical parameters that we input into RX-

DMFIT are taken from Natarajan et. al. (2015) [238] and are summarized table

2.2, with any parameters that are not listed unchanged from our earlier dwarf

model. Note that for consistency with Natarajan et. al. (2015) [238], we set β (or
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Figure 2.8: Constraints on the DM particle cross-section from radio observa-
tions of the Segue I dwarf galaxy for various annihilation channels and diffusion
strengths. The solid lines indicate a diffusion constant of D0 = 3 × 1026 cm2s−1,
whereas the dashed lines indicate D0 = 3 × 1028 cm2s−1. The red line is the
thermal relic cross-section from Steigman et. al. (2012) [290].

equivalently, η) equal to zero in order to establish a constant magnetic field and

employ the Einasto profile of 2.23, and thus include the α parameter. In addition

to the fairly low diffusion value of D0 = 3×1026 cm2s−1, we also consider a greater

diffsuion constant value of D0 = 3× 1028 cm2s−1.

Figure 2.8 shows the upper limits on the annihilation cross-section for a vari-

ety of annihilation channels with and without diffusion. As we saw in the SED

plots (see figures 2.2 and 2.5), diffusion has a significant impact on the expected

radio synchrotron emission in dwarf spheroidal galaxies, and in turn, a significant

impact on the strength of the constraints that can be placed on the DM particle.

Increasing the diffusion constant from D0 = 3 × 1026 cm2s−1 to D0 = 3 × 1028

cm2s−1 weakens the constraints by an order of magnitude, and thus should not be
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Figure 2.9: Constraints on the DM particle cross-section from radio observations
of the Segue I dwarf galaxy in comparison to limits from Fermi gamma-ray data.
The solid blue lines indicate a diffusion constant of D0 = 3×1026 cm2s−1, whereas
the dashed blue lines indicate D0 = 3× 1028 cm2s−1. The red line is the thermal
relic cross-section from Steigman et. al. (2012) [290].

neglected for our dwarf system. We find the strongest constraints for annihilation

through the µ+µ− and τ+τ− channels, both of which reach below the thermal

relic cross-section value for WIMP masses Mχ ≤ 100 GeV under weak diffusion

assumptions.

These constraints are competitive with previous studies of dark matter in

dSphs using Fermi gamma-ray data [9] which provides some of the strongest dark

matter constraints from gamma-rays to date. In figure 2.9 we compare the con-

straints placed on the dark matter cross-section from the combined gamma-ray

observations of 25 Milky Way dSphs with six years of Fermi data [9]. For τ+τ−

final states, weak diffusion, and masses around 10 GeV, the constraints are very

similar. In the case of µ+µ− dominated final states, the radio approach provides

similar constraints for masses near 10 GeV in the case of high diffusion where

D0 = 3 × 1028 cm2s−1 . With our lower value of D0 = 3 × 1026 cm2s−1 radio
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constraints are stronger for masses 5 GeV ≤ Mχ ≤ 1000 GeV including improve-

ment upon the gamma-ray constraints by greater than an order of magnitude for

masses 5 GeV ≤Mχ ≤100 GeV. From these constraints we determine that dSphs

are viable targets for indirect searches from dark matter annihilation by way of

radio observations, and note that our results here are compatible with other radio

constraints on dark matter annihilation. For instance, in the case of the Draco

dwarf limits on the dark matter cross-section are in the range of 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−25

cm2s−1 [283, 107]. Other radio constraints from the analysis of several dSphs

[263] also are similar to the constraints found in this work.

We are also interested in deriving limits on the dark matter WIMP models

using X-ray observations. In the case of galaxy clusters, future hard X-ray obser-

vations have the potential to contribute significantly to dark matter constraints

[190]. Additionally, Jeltema & Profumo (2008) [189] have demonstrated that cur-

rent and future X-ray observations of dwarf spheroidals can provide limits compa-

rable and potentially better than limits from gamma-rays in a similar mass range

as that for radio observation. However, these results rely on favorable assump-

tions for diffusion. More recently, there is deep X-ray data of the Draco dwarf

that has been used for constraining dark matter decay [187] that can potentially

provide stronger constraints on dark matter annihilation than those in [189] while

making fewer assumptions about the diffusion and energy loss processes. In or-

der to better understand the feasibility of obtaining dark matter constraints from

X-rays in dwarfs we must take the X-ray background into account. For instance,

recent Chandra results report cosmic X-ray background fluxes of 4.55+0.03
−0.03×10−12

erg cm2 s−1 deg−2 for the 1-2 keV (∼ 2.4 − 4.8 × 1017 Hz) energy range and

2.034+0.005
−0.006 × 10−11 erg cm2 s−1 deg−2 for the 2-10 keV (∼ 4.8 − 24.0 × 1017 Hz)

range [85]. From figure 2.4 we see that the predicted X-ray fluxes from DM anni-
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hilation in these energy ranges and for a 100 GeV DM particle are on the order

of ∼ 10−16 − 10−14 erg cm2 s−1, depending on annihilation channel. The ∼ 2− 5

order of magnitude excess of the X-ray background over the predicted DM flux

suggest that only conservative constraints can be placed without an improved

understanding of the X-ray background or deeper X-ray observations.

2.5 Conclusion

We have presented RX-DMFIT, a new tool to analyze synchrotron and IC

emission due to DM annihilation for the purposes of astrophysical indirect de-

tection of dark matter. We considered four model systems: a “non-cool-core”

as well as a “cool-core” galaxy cluster, a dwarf model, and a galaxy model. We

discussed in detail the relevant astrophysical processes, namely diffusion of the

charged particle byproducts of DM annihilation, magnetic field modeling, and

radiative energy loss processes. We then used RX-DMFIT to examine the ef-

fect that varying these attributes of the astrophysical model has on the profile,

spectrum, and total flux resulting from DM annihilation. Our results show that

effects such as diffusion of charged particle byproducts can be ignored in the case

of most large scale systems such as galaxy clusters, but can provide order of mag-

nitude corrections in dwarfs and other galaxies under conservative assumptions

for diffusion values. Additionally, we discussed the presence of X-ray radiation

resulting from IC scattering of CMB photons as a secondary form of emission due

to DM annihilation. We showed that the inclusion of diffusion effects can lead to

relative increases in the X-ray band as relativistic electrons and positrons diffuse

into regions of lower magnetic field, which can potentially provide new methods

of searching for dark matter.

We used radio data of the Milky Way dSph Segue I to place constraints on
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the dark matter particle cross-section and find the best limits at low masses with

τ+τ− and µ+µ− final states. The µ+µ− channel in particular provides the most

stringent constraints. Assuming a low diffusion value of D0 = 3 × 1026 cm2s−1,

this annihilation channel provides limits below the canonical thermal relic cross-

section for masses below 100 GeV, with constraints roughly an order of magnitude

greater at Mχ ≈ 10 GeV. However, when assuming the more conservative value

for the diffusion constant of D0 = 3 × 1026 cm2s−1 these constraints are dimin-

ished by a factor of ∼ 20 − 30, demonstrating the impact of diffusion effects in

smaller systems, and a need for a better understanding of diffusion in dwarfs.

The constraints we found are competitive with previous analysis of dSphs using

gamma-ray observations and, in the some cases such as the µ+µ− final states with

weak diffusion, considerably more stringent.

The RX-DMFIT tool offers a useful and versatile way to predict the syn-

chrotron and inverse Compton emission from DM annihilations. This can aid in

the design and planning of future observations by allowing the user to determine

optimal observing frequencies and region sizes for dark matter searches. Also, the

analysis performed by RX-DMFIT will be of great use in distinguishing astro-

physical radio and X-ray signals from potential dark matter signals, particularly

where diffusion effects have significant impact on the profile of emission due to

dark matter annihilation. Radio and X-ray emission in astrophysical systems have

the potential to provide highly competitive constraints on dark matter properties.

Diffusion, magnetic field, and dark matter profile parameters all have significant

impact on the expected radio and X-ray emission from dark matter annihilation,

and better understanding of these features can greatly improve current constraints.
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Chapter 3

A Multi-Wavelength Analysis of

Annihilating Dark Matter as the

Origin of the Gamma-Ray

Emission from M31

Note: The work in this chapter is adapted from “Multiwavelength analysis of

annihilating dark matter as the origin of the gamma-ray emission from M31.” by

A. McDaniel, T. Jeltema, S. Profumo, Phys. Rev. D, 97(10):103021, May 2018.

3.1 Introduction

Understanding the fundamental nature of dark matter remains one of the fore-

most problems in physics. Particle dark matter is arguably the best-supported ex-

planation, and Weakly-Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) in particular have

strong theoretical motivation as a potential candidate [43, 191, 37]. One of several

possible methods for testing WIMP models of dark matter is through indirect de-
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tection using astrophysical observations. In the case of annihilating dark matter,

the byproducts of dark matter annihilation can include standard model particles

such as quarks, leptons, and bosons, which then decay into particles that can be

detected through a variety of observational experiments. For instance, the produc-

tion of electrons and positrons can produce radio emission through synchrotron

radiation in regions where magnetic fields are present, or X-rays and soft gamma-

rays by up-scattering ambient photons through inverse Compton scattering. Ad-

ditionally, dark matter annihilation is expected to produce prompt gamma-rays

predominately from neutral pion (π0) decay that have been a major focus of dark

matter indirect detection searches. While the bulk of indirect searches for anni-

hilating dark matter have been performed by studying these gamma-rays, several

studies have shown that the radio [292, 293, 135, 97, 200, 264, 239, 283, 238, 107]

as well as x-ray [190, 189, 264] approaches have the potential to place competitive

and in some cases stronger constraints on dark matter in a variety of systems in-

cluding galaxy clusters, dwarf galaxies, and the central regions of normal galaxies.

An especially enticing target for indirect dark matter searches is our own Galac-

tic center, which has been widely studied in the context of dark matter due in part

to its proximity as well as its high concentration of dark matter. Additionally, the

presence of a gamma-ray excess in the inner galaxy known as the Galactic Center

Excess (GCE) has been reported by several groups using Fermi-LAT data and

could potentially be explained as a dark matter signal from annihilating WIMPs

[166, 2, 83, 116, 167, 175] (or for a review see [11]). Other possible explanations

for the GCE that have been explored include an unresolved population of millisec-

ond pulsars (MSPs) [133, 26, 64] or additional cosmic ray sources [91, 154, 100].

Several of the dark matter interpretations have been shown to be consistent with

observations for certain WIMP models, specifically for those annihilating through
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bb̄ and τ+τ− channels with masses of ∼ 30−50 GeV and ∼ 7−10 GeV, respectively

(see e.g. [2, 83, 116, 167, 175]).

A similar excess in the nearby Andromeda galaxy (M31) has been reported

by the Fermi collaboration [10]. The dataset used in the analysis by Ackermann

et. al. (2017) [10] includes 88 months of Pass 8 data collected between August

4, 2008, and December 1, 2015. SOURCE class events were used excluding those

with zenith angle greater than 90◦ or rocking angle greater than 52◦. Recon-

structed events within an energy range 0f 0.1-100 GeV were considered as well as

reconstructed directions within a 14◦ × 14◦ region of interest (ROI) centered at

(α, δ) = (10◦.6847, 41◦.2687). For greater detail about the analysis we refer the

reader to Ref. [10].

The results from this analysis motivate an examination of similar possible

explanations of the observed excess as in the case of the GCE. Already there has

been exploration into the MSP explanation for the M31 excess [133], where the

point was made that MSPs are unlikely to be able to account for the entirety

of the observed emission. In this chapter, we use the recently developed RX-

DMFIT [220] tool to explore dark matter annihilation as a potential source of

the observed excess, and consider the multi-wavelength emissions that would be

expected due to synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scattering of CMB and

starlight photons, and π0 decay and other prompt gamma-rays from dark matter

annihilation. We particularly focus on the radio and gamma-ray aspects as they

provide greater insight than the X-rays into the dark matter interpretation with

current observational data. M31 has been the focus of some previous radio-only

dark matter studies [135, 97] as well as an analysis comparing the DM induced

gamma-ray emission in M31 with multi-wavelength emission in other systems [28].

Here however we study the full spectrum expected from dark matter annihilation
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in M31 and we compare directly with data available in the literature in order to

provide complementary probes of a dark matter interpretation for the gamma-ray

emission from Andromeda. Our analysis thus provides a two pronged approach

wherein we seek to determine whether the GCE dark matter particle models

provide gamma-ray emissions consistent with the M31 observations, as well as

whether potential dark matter particle models that could explain the M31 gamma-

ray excess also predict radio and X-ray emissions “self-consistent” with available

M31 observations.

This chapter is organized in the following manner. In section 4.2 we present our

astrophysical model for M31, including relevant astrophysical model components

such as the diffusion model parameter, the magnetic field, the dark matter density

profile, and the interstellar radiation field (ISRF). We derive expressions for the

synchrotron and inverse Compton emissions from DM annihilation in section 3.3,

then describe our particle physics models in section 3.4. Our results comparing the

expected emissions due to dark matter annihilation and the observational data are

presented in section 5.5, and finally we conclude in section 5.6. Throughout this

chapter we assume a ΛCDM universe with H0 = 70.4 km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ωm = 0.27,

ΩΛ = 0.73.
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3.2 Astrophysical Modeling

3.2.1 Diffusion

The computation of expected emissions due to the injection of electrons and

positrons from DM annihilation requires solving a diffusion equation of the type

∂

∂t

∂ne
∂E

= ∇
[
D(E, r)∇∂ne

∂E

]
+ ∂

∂E

[
b(E, r)∂ne

∂E

]

+Q(E, r),
(3.1)

where ∂ne/∂E is the electron equilibrium spectrum and the source term from DM

annihilation, Q(E, r), is given by

Q (E, r) =
〈σv〉 ρ2

χ(r)
2M2

χ

∑
f

BRf
dN

dEinj
, (3.2)

where ρχ(r) is the DM density profile, Mχ is the DM mass, 〈σv〉 is the thermally

averaged annihilation cross-section, and dN/dEinj is the e± injection spectrum

through annihilation channels with branching ratios BRf . The equation above

makes several simplifying assumptions, including the absence of diffusive reaccel-

eration and convection, and is well-defined once boundary conditions are specified;

also, the factor 2 in the denominator of Eq. (3.2) implicitly assumes that the dark

matter is its own antiparticle.

In the energy loss term b(E, r) we include contributions from synchrotron

radiation, inverse Compton scattering of CMB and starlight photons, Coulomb
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interactions, and bremsstrahlung radiation, given by the expression

b(E, r) = bIC(E) + bSynch.(E, r) + bCoul.(E) + bBrem.(E)

= b0
ICuCMBE

2 + b0
ICuSLE

2 + b0
Synch.B

2(r)E2

+ b0
Coul.ne

(
1 + log

(
E/me

ne

)
/75

)

+ b0
Brem.ne

(
log

(
E/me

ne

)
+ 0.36

)
.

(3.3)

where the constants are in units of 10−16 GeV s−1 and have values b0
syn ' 0.0254,

b0
IC ' 0.76, b0

brem ' 1.51, and b0
Coul ' 6.13 [209, 106]. Additionally, we take the

photon energy densities to be uSL = 8 eV cm−3 for starlight and uCMB = 0.25

eV cm−3 for CMB photons [259, 257]. We will work under the assumption of

a steady-state solution, and we thus set the left hand side to zero while noting

that the analytic solution can be determined in the case on non-stationary sources

[106, 162]; also, we adopt a homogeneous diffusion coefficient of the form,

D(E) = D0E
δ. (3.4)

The similarity between the Andromeda galaxy and the Milky Way motivates us to

adopt Galactic diffusion parameter values; we thus employ D0 = 3× 1028 cm2s−1

and δ = 0.3, which are representative values for the Milky Way [295, 317, 24,

322]. While previous analyses of DM annihilation in Andromeda neglect diffusion

[135, 97], we take this into account for a more conservative analysis, noting in

particular that diffusion is relevant on the smaller scales that we explore in this

work. There are also other potential astrophysical processes that could depress

the signal such as convection and reacceleration [295, 111], however we do not

consider these effects in this analysis. The full analytic solution to the diffusion
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equation with free-escape boundary conditions is [106, 162],

G(r,∆v) = 1√
4π∆v

∞∑
n=−∞

(−1)n
∫ rh

0
dr′

r′

rn

(
ρχ(r′)
ρχ(r)

)2

×
[
exp

(
−(r′ − rn)2

4∆v

)
− exp

(
−(r′ + rn)2

4∆v

)]
, (3.5)

where rh is the diffusion zone radius and the locations of the image charges used

to implement the free-escape boundary condition are rn = (−1)n + 2nrh. The

value ∆v is defined as ∆v = v(E)− v(E ′) with

v(E) =
∫ Mχ

E
dẼ

D(Ẽ)
b(Ẽ)

. (3.6)

where we have adopted the spatially independent form of the energy loss term as

previously described [220].

3.2.2 Magnetic Field

The predicted synchrotron emission from the e± products of dark matter an-

nihilation depends heavily on the magnetic field strength and profile. While the

full three dimensional structure of the magnetic fields in the central region of M31

can be highly complex, the magnitude of the fields as determined by Faraday ro-

tation measures of polarized radio emission have been reported to have strengths

of 15 ± 3 µG for r = 0.2 − 0.4 kpc and 19 ± 3 µG for r = 0.8 − 1 kpc [160, 174],

whereas the regular magnetic field in the outer regions is fairly constant with a

typical strength of roughly 5 ± 1µG [147]. In this study we model the magnetic

field of M31 with an exponential component as well as a constant component with

the form,

B(r) = B0e
−r/rc +Bconst. (3.7)
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For consistency with above quoted values, we adopt B0 = 10µG and Bconst = 5µG,

as well as taking rc = 1.5 kpc based on estimates of the magnetic field scale height

[147]. Since we are only interested in a relatively small region of radius r ∼ 1− 5

kpc, we assume a spherical magnetic field model while acknowledging that a more

accurate model of the magnetic field would include another spatial dependence

perpendicular to the plane of the galaxy in order to better model the disk structure

at larger radii.

3.2.3 Dark Matter Density Profile

Previous studies have shown that the M31 rotation curves can be fit with good

results by using a Navarro-Frenck-White (NFW) [240, 241] profile [299, 282]. Here

we adopt a generalized NFW profile of the form

ρχ(r) = ρs(
r
rs

)γ [
1 +

(
r
rs

)]3−γ , (3.8)

where γ is a free parameter. For a standard NFW profile we take γ = 1, how-

ever when including significant baryonic matter, such as in the central regions of

galaxies, the DM distribution is expected to have a more centrally peaked pro-

file [54, 274]. Values used in GCE analysis are typically about γ ∼ 1.2 − 1.3

[83, 116, 167, 175]. Thus, we will examine a variety of γ values, taking a default

of γ = 1.25. The values for the characteristic density, ρs, and scale radius, rs, are

taken to be 0.418 GeV cm−3 and 16.5 kpc respectively [299].

3.2.4 Interstellar Radiation Field

In modeling the ISRF for Andromeda we include two elements: the CMB radi-

ation field which is modeled exactly by a black-body spectrum with temperature
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T = 2.735 K, as well as a starlight (SL) radiation component. We approximate

the SL energy spectrum as a black-body with T = 3500 K, following previous

work showing this is a reasonable assumption for the case of the Milky Way [102].

Unlike the CMB radiation field that is constant throughout the universe, our

SL radiation field requires including a spatial dependence. For this, we use a

two component bulge-disk model that follows the luminosity profile of M31 [110].

Specifically, for the bulge component we employ

nb(r) ∝ e
−bn

[(
r
rb

)1/n
−1
]
, (3.9)

and for the disk we employ instead

nd(r) ∝ e
− r
rd (3.10)

The values for the various parameter bn, rb, n, rd are taken from Ref. [110].

From figure 9 of [110] we estimate the ratio of the bulge luminosity to the disk

luminosity in the central regions of M31 to be ∼ 1/135. Thus, the spatial profile

of our SL model is given by,

n(r) ∝ e
−bn

[(
r
rb

)1/n
−1
]

+ e
− r
rd

135 . (3.11)

Including both the spatial and spectral components we have

n(ν, r) = N
8πν2/c3

ehν/kT − 1

e−bn
[(

r
rb

)1/n
−1
]

+ e
− r
rd

135

 (3.12)

where N is a normalization factor. This factor is determined by assuming that

the SL energy density in the central regions of M31 is similar to that of the MW,
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which is roughly ∼ 8 eV cm−3 [257, 259], giving us a value of N = 4.9 × 10−11.

In table 3.1 we summarize our parameter selection. These are the values used

throughout our analysis unless otherwise noted.

Astrophysical Parameters

d 780 kpc

rh 5 kpc

rROI 5 kpc

rcore 1.5 kpc

B(r) B0e
−r/rc +Bconst

B(0) 15 µG

ρs 0.418 GeV/cm3

rs 16.5 kpc

γ 1.25

D(E) D0E
δ

D0 3× 1028cm2 s−1

δ 0.3

Table 3.1: Default astrophysical parameters. These values are used throughout
unless otherwise noted.

3.3 Emission from Dark Matter Annihilation

3.3.1 Synchrotron

In addition to gamma-rays from prompt emission in the annihilation event,

the injection of charged electrons and positrons from DM annihilation is expected

to produce multi-wavelength emission through processes including synchrotron

radiation, inverse Compton scattering of ambient photons, bremsstrahlung, and
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Coulomb interactions. In the presence of magnetic fields stronger than the equiv-

alent CMB energy density (BCMB = 3.25(1 + z)2 µG), synchrotron radiation is

the dominant energy loss process of the electron/positron byproducts of DM an-

nihilation. The synchrotron power for a frequency ν averaged over all directions

is [293, 209]

Psyn (ν, E, r) =
∫ π

0
dθ

sin θ
2 2π

√
3r0mecν0 sin θF

(
x

sin θ

)
, (3.13)

where r0 = e2/(mec
2) is the classical electron radius, θ is the pitch angle, and

ν0 = eB/(2πmec) is the non-relativistic gyrofrequency. The x and F terms are

defined as,

x ≡ 2ν (1 + z)m2
e

3ν0E2 , (3.14)

F (s) ≡ s
∫ ∞
s

dζK5/3 (ζ) ' 1.25s1/3e−s
[
648 + s2

]1/12
, (3.15)

where K5/3 is the Bessel function of order 5/3. The synchrotron emissivity is then

jsyn (ν, r) = 2
∫ Mχ

me
dE

dne
dE

(E, r)Psyn (ν, E, r) . (3.16)

The integrated flux density spectrum can then be taken to be [220, 106]

Ssyn ≈
1
D2
A

∫
drr2jsyn(ν, r), (3.17)

where DA is the angular diameter distance.
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3.3.2 Inverse Compton

In addition to synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scattering of ambient

CMB and starlight photons is a significant radiative loss process for > 1 GeV

electrons and positrons. Depending on the mass of the DM particle [190], the up-

scattered CMB photons will peak in the soft to hard X-rays, and the higher energy

SL photons will upscatter into the hard X-ray up to soft gamma-ray regime, with

higher DM masses leading to higher energy resulting spectra in each case. With

the photon number density n(ε, r) = nCMB(ε) + nSL(ε, r), and the IC scattering

cross-section σ (Eγ, ε, E), the IC power is

PIC (Eγ, E, r) = cEγ

∫
dε n (ε, r)σ (Eγ, ε, E) (3.18)

where ε is the energy of the target photons, E is the energy of the relativistic

electrons and positrons, and Eγ is the energy of the photons after scattering. The

scattering cross-section, σ (Eγ, ε, E), is given by the Klein-Nishina formula:

σ (Eγ, ε, E) = 3σT
4εγ2G (q,Γ) , (3.19)

where σT is the Thomson cross-section and G(q,Γ) is given by [56]:

G(q,Γ) =
[
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1− q) + (2q)2(1− q)

2(1 + Γq)

]
, (3.20)

where,

Γ = 4εγ
mec2 = 4γ2ε

E
, q = Eγ

Γ(E − Eγ)
(3.21)

The kinematics of inverse Compton scattering set the range of q to be 1/ (4γ2) ≤

q ≤ 1 [106, 56, 273]. As with the synchrotron flux calculation, the local emissivity
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is

jIC (Eγ, r) = 2
∫ Mχ

me
dE

dne
dE

(E, r)PIC (E,Eγ) , (3.22)

and the integrated flux density is:

SIC ≈
1
D2
A

∫
drr2jIC(Eγ, r). (3.23)

3.3.3 Gamma-rays

Calculating the gamma-ray flux from DM annihilation is straightforward in

comparison to the synchrotron and IC fluxes since gamma-ray photons do not

undergo the same radiative loss and diffusion processes. For the gamma-ray flux

we integrate over the source volume [106, 264],

Fγ = 1
D2
A

∫
drr2E2Qγ (E, r) . (3.24)

3.4 Particle Physics Framework

In this analysis we seek to (i) test whether the hypothesis that the gamma-

ray emission from M31 originates from dark matter annihilation is compatible

with the same explanation to the Galactic center excess (GCE) and (ii) examine

whether WIMP dark matter can explain the gamma-ray excess observed in M31

by the Fermi collaboration [10] compatibly with observations of M31 at other

wavelengths. While task (ii) doesn’t necessarily entail specific choices for the pair-

annihilation final state of the dark matter, given the relatively meager spectral

information on the gamma-ray emission from M31, it does provide us with a

preferred range for the particle dark matter mass. In order to pursue task (i) and

(ii) simultaneously, and for simplicity, we shall consider annihilation final states
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that have been suggested as plausible candidates to describe the GCE from the

standpoint of the reconstructed GCE spectrum.

Specifically, following the results of previous studies of the GCE we focus on

particle models with Mχ = 40 GeV and a dominant (BRbb̄ =100%) annihilation

branching ratio to bb̄ [3, 83, 116], a mass of Mχ = 10 GeV with final state τ±

[3, 175], as well as a mixed annihilation final state with BRbb̄ = BRτ± = 0.5 and

Mχ = 40 GeV [167] (hereafter referred to as the bb̄/τ+τ− final state). In passing we

note that (a) in the context of Majorana particle dark matter models, for example

the lightest neutralino of supersymmetry, such final states are often dominant in

that mass range, and (b) the spectral features of the bb̄ is largely representative

of any dark matter annihilation spectrum to strongly interacting particles (gluon

or lighter quark-antiquark pairs) in the mass range under consideration.

In addition, below we also fit to the M31 data with both the mass and cross-

section as free parameters, to establish the preferred mass and annihilation rate

combinations that best fit the M31 emission, for the same three annihilation final

states listed above. While the cross-section allows us to normalize the predicted

emission to the Fermi data, adjusting the mass allows us to shift the peak of the

spectrum to better fit the data. In doing so, we explore the compatibility between

the particle models that fit the M31 excess with models that fit the GCE.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Compatibility with Galactic Center Excess Particle

Models

For the initial comparison with GCE particle models we choose the DM particle

mass and annihilation channel to be fixed and adjust the normalization. We
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Figure 3.1: Gamma-ray SED using best-fit cross-sections. with fixed mass values
ofMχ = 10 GeV (solid) andMχ = 40 GeV (dashed) for three final states, bb̄ (blue),
τ+τ− (orange), and bb̄/τ+τ− (green).

consider particle models with masses of 10 and 40 GeV, annihilation final states

bb̄, τ+τ−, and bb̄/τ+τ−, and cross-sections in the range ∼ 10−30 − 10−20 cm3s−1.

Cross-sections were determined by minimizing χ2, and the results are reported

in table 3.2 along with the corresponding χ2
min and p-values. The normalized

gamma-ray spectra in an ROI of 5 kpc, corresponding to the region where the

observed excess is concentrated, for each particle mass and annihilation state are

shown in figure 3.1 along with the Fermi M31 data [10]. The best fitting particle

model for the masses considered is given by the bb̄ model at 10 GeV, followed by

the mixed bb̄/τ+τ− final state at 10 GeV. The pure τ+τ− annihilation channel at

10 GeV and 40 GeV as well as the bb̄ and bb̄/τ+τ− 40 GeV particle models have

harder spectra that do not fit the Fermi M31 data well.

The spectra in figure 3.1 assume a NFW parameter of γ = 1.25 in accordance

with the discussion in section 3.2.3. However, the actual steepness of the inner

profile (i.e. γ) is uncertain, so we show in figure 3.2 the best-fitting cross-section of
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the dark matter particle masses and final states under consideration for a variety

of γ values. The resulting particle models are compared with Fermi gamma-ray

constraints from observations of dSphs [9].

Figure 3.2: The normalized cross-sections are shown for each mass considered in
comparison to the Fermi dSphs constraints for multiple γ values and annihilation
channels.

For all masses and annihilation channels, the shallowest DM profile (γ = 1)

conflicts with the Fermi dSphs results, requiring cross-sections well above the

reported constraints. At γ = 1.25, the required cross-sections for the 40 GeV

particles are still almost an order of magnitude higher than the maximal annihila-

tion cross-sections allowed by Fermi dSph constraints. For the 10 GeV models at

γ = 1.25, all of the cross-sections are concentrated at ∼ 2− 3× 10−26 cm3s−1, or

right around the thermal relic cross-section [290]. In the case of the τ+τ− anni-

hilation channel, this is in good agreement with best-fit results of GCE analysis,

although conflicts in the case of bb̄ final states, since higher masses (∼ 40 GeV)

are favored for bb̄ in GCE particle models. As we steepen the profile to γ = 1.5,
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we find that the necessary cross-sections fall below the dwarf constraints, and

roughly a factor of 10 and a factor of five below the thermal-relic cross-section

for the 10 GeV and 40 GeV masses respectively. Of course, a sub-thermal anni-

hilation rate is perfectly fine from a cosmological standpoint, given for instance

non-thermal production of dark matter from the decay of a heavier species in the

early universe.

3.5.2 Fitting the Mass and Cross-section to the Andromeda

Gamma-ray Data

Expanding on the analysis in the previous section we now allow both the mass

of the dark matter as well as the cross-section to vary in order to fit the gamma-

ray data and compare with GCE models. We consider masses in the range of

∼ 5− 500 GeV and cross-sections on the orders ∼ 10−30 − 10−20 cm3s−1 and find

our best fitting value in the case of bb̄ final states with a mass of ∼ 10 GeV as

our best-fit to the Fermi M31 data. To illustrate this point quantitatively, we

show the results of the fits in table 3.2 and show in figure 3.3 the 68% and 95%

confidence levels for the bb̄ and bb̄/τ+τ− final states. For a pure τ+τ− final state

we were unable to find a reasonable best-fit in the mass ranges considered without

reaching the mass threshold for τ+τ− at ∼ 1.78 GeV.

In contrast to the previous GCE studies that found good fits for bb̄ at ∼ 40

GeV, we find that for all models considered a lower mass is required to fit the

Fermi M31 observations. Specifically, with γ = 1.25, our best fitting model is the

bb̄ final state with Mχ = 11 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 2.60 × 10−26 cm3 s−1, as well as

the bb̄/τ+τ− final state with Mχ = 5.8 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 2.03× 10−26 cm3 s−1. In

figure 3.4, we show the SEDs of these models in comparison to the spectra of the

GCE particle models as discussed in sections 3.4 and 4.3.3, and with γ = 1.25 as
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Figure 3.3: We show the 68% and 95% confidence contours of our best fit models
with both Mχ and 〈σv〉 as free parameters. For comparison we also show Fermi
dSphs cross-section constraints, along with 95% confidence contours for bb̄ final
states in GCE studies.

in figure 3.1.

3.5.3 Comparison to Radio Data

The annihilation of WIMP dark matter particles is expected to produce not

only gamma-rays through neutral pion decay, but also an abundance of charged

electron/positron pairs, which in turn are expected to produce radio emissions

through synchrotron radiation. Thus, any DM particle model that is purported

to explain the gamma-ray excess in M31 should also be compatible with radio ob-

servations under reasonable assumptions for magnetic field and diffusion models.

The focus of radio studies in the literature has largely been on studying emissions

in larger regions of M31 out to radii of ∼ 16 kpc [38, 161, 30, 29, 31], or in the very

central ∼ 1 kpc region [320, 42]. To account for this we use the particle models
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Figure 3.4: Gamma-ray SED for the three GCE models (dashed lines) where
we choose fixed masses and annihilation final states consistent with GCE models
and subsequently adjust the normalizing cross-section. We additionally show the
results of our best-fit models from section 3.5.2 with both the mass and cross-
sections as free parameters (solid lines).

consistent with the Fermi emission in a 5 kpc radius, then predict the radio emis-

sions in a 1 kpc radius in order to compare with observational radio data. When

extrapolating from 5 kpc to 1 kpc we assume an inner DM density profile with

γ = 1.25. Additionally, we adopt diffusion and magnetic field models as described

in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively of D(E) = D0E
δ with D0 = 3× 1028 cm2

s−1 and δ = 0.3 and B(r) = B0e
−r/rc +Bconst with B0 = 10 µG and Bconst = 5 µG

(see also table 3.1). Figure 3.5 shows the multi-wavelength SED within 1 kpc

for our best-fit models as determined in the previous section compared to radio

data. We also include the Fermi gamma-ray data and the predicted gamma-ray

emission at 5 kpc (dashed lines) for reference and to emphasize that the particle

cross-section is determined by fitting to the gamma-ray data (see previous sec-

tion). We note that in the mixed state scenario radio emission is predicted to be
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much larger than radio data in the 1 kpc region, suggesting tension with the as-

sumption that a DM particle with this mass and annihilation state is responsible

for the detected gamma-ray emissions. The bb̄ final state model also conflicts with

current observations, and predicts higher emission than observed for most data

available, albeit with lower expected emissions than the mixed state model.

Figure 3.5: Multi-wavelength SED of our two best-fit models within a 1 kpc
ROI compared to radio data [320]. Also shown is the Fermi data [10] and our
predicted gamma-ray emission (dashed) within a 5 kpc region.

We also take into consideration uncertainty in the magnetic field and the ef-

ficiency of diffusion as parameterized by the size of the diffusion coefficient. Pre-

vious studies of radio emissions due to DM annihilation in M31 have typically

ignored diffusion, however in figure 3.6 we demonstrate the effect that varying the

diffusion strength (over a range of low to high estimates for the Milky Way) has

on the expected emissions. Additionally, in figure 3.7 we show the DM emission

including the magnetic field uncertainty as discussed in section 3.2.2. Figures 3.6

and 3.7 emphasize the role that the uncertainties in the astrophysics of diffusion

and magnetic field parameters have on our ability to make concrete statements
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concerning the validity of the DM explanation of the gamma-ray excess in M31.

For instance, from figure 3.7 we see that even in the case of the lowest magnetic

fields considered, the DM interpretation appears to conflict with the available

data. To make dark matter compatible with the radio observations would require

a magnetic field strength lower than our most conservative estimates. Diffusion

however presents a much more impactful source of uncertainty, as demonstrated

in figure 3.6. While our nominal value for the diffusion constant is the most typ-

ical assumed value for the Milky Way, if we adopt a value that is at the upper

limit of quoted values we see a significant decrease in the radio emission. Con-

versely, for decreasing the diffusion constant yields expected emission that greatly

overproduces the observational data. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated that

conservative estimates for these parameters predict radio emissions from DM an-

nihilation that are in tension with current observations.

Some other points to note include that the spectral shape of the radio emission

cannot be matched by the models that fit the gamma-ray data. Due to the low

masses needed to fit the gamma-rays, the synchrotron emission peaks at frequen-

cies that are too low for the spectral shape of the predicted emission to match

the observations. Additionally, in this analysis we have assumed that the radio

emission observed is due entirely to dark matter annihilation. This gives a more

conservative approach, since there are other astrophysical contributions to the ra-

dio emission such as synchrotron-emitting cosmic-rays that have not been taken

into account.

3.6 Conclusion

In this work we have examined the gamma-ray excess in M31 reported by the

Fermi collaboration in the context of the multi-wavelength emissions from WIMP
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Figure 3.6: SED for the bb̄ annihilation channel, Mχ = 11 GeV, and 〈σv〉 =
2.6× 10−26 cm3s−1 with multiple diffusion constant values in units of cm2s−1

Figure 3.7: SED for the bb̄ annihilation channel, Mχ = 11 GeV, and 〈σv〉 =
2.6× 10−26 cm3s−1 with multiple magnetic field strengths.

dark matter annihilation. We used the RX-DMFIT tool [220] to predict the

gamma-ray spectra from DM annihilation in M31 and to fit the expected gamma-
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ray signal to the Fermi data in order to develop best-fit particle models. We did

this in two ways; first, we adopted the final states and DM mass values that are

consistent with the GCE, and fit the cross-section to the M31 data. This allowed

us to compare the necessary cross-sections assuming GCE particle models with

current constraints on the DM particle. We found that particle models typically

associated with the GCE do not produce spectra that provide good fits to the

M31 data.

We then allowed both the cross-section and mass to be free parameters in our

fit. Our best fit models in this approach were for bb̄ final states with a mass

of Mχ = 11 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 2.6 × 10−26 cm3s−1, consistent with other previous

studies of gamma-rays in M31 [203], as well as finding a reasonable fit for bb̄/τ+τ−

final states with a mass of Mχ = 5.8 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 2.03 × 10−26 cm3s−1. Our

analysis does not find a good fit for τ+τ−, although previous studies have also

begun to disfavor this annihilation channel for typical GCE mass of 7− 10 GeV

(see e.g. Ref. [116, 167]). We noted that the M31 data tends to favor lower particle

masses than the GCE data for all annihilation channels.

Finally, after establishing the class of particle dark matter models consistent

with the observed gamma-ray emission, we used RX-DMFIT to calculate the

expected emission due to synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton scattering

of CMB and starlight photons. We compared the expected radio emission in the

central regions of M31 to observational data adopting a DM particle model with

bb̄ final states with a mass of Mχ = 11 GeV and 〈σv〉 = 2.6 × 10−26 cm3s−1 in

accordance with our best-fit to the gamma-ray data. In this scenario we found

that the expected emissions tend to overproduce in the observed radio emission for

conservative estimates of the magnetic field (B0 = 10µG) and diffusion constant

(D0 = 3×1028 cm2 s−1). However, our study shows that very efficient diffusion in
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M31, to levels around one of order of magnitude larger than in the Milky Way, or

highly suppressed average magnetic fields, could reconcile the relatively dim radio

emission observed from the innermost 1 kpc of M31 with the expected bright

radio emission from secondary electrons and positrons produced by dark matter

annihilation.
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Chapter 4

Exploring A Cosmic-Ray Origin

of the Multi-wavelength Emission

in M31

Note: The work in this chapter is adapted from “Exploring a cosmic-ray origin

of the multiwavelength emission in M31.” by A. McDaniel, T. Jeltema, S. Profumo,

Phys. Rev. D, 100(2):023014, July 2019.

4.1 Introduction

The study of gamma rays in galactic environments offers an intriguing probe

of many physical phenomena including cosmic-ray production and transport, star

formation rates, or new physics such as dark matter. The Andromeda galaxy

(M31) is particularly enticing as a target of gamma-ray studies due its status

as the nearest large spiral galaxy. M31 has been the focus of several previous

gamma-ray searches [146, 256, 288, 53, 4, 10, 196, 143]. Early observations [146,

256, 288, 53] were only able to place upper limits until the galaxy was first detected
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in gamma-rays using 2 years of Fermi-LAT data at 5.3σ significance, along with

some evidence of a spatial extension at the 1.8σ confidence level [4]. It has also

been observed by high energy Cherenkov telescopes, though no detection has yet

been made at energies above the TeV [18, 49, 14, 271].

More recently, M31 was detected in gamma-rays by the Fermi telescope at a

significance of nearly 10σ with a detection of spatially extended emission out to

∼ 5 kpc at the 4σ significance level [10]. This emission resembles to some ex-

tent the well studied Galactic Center Excess (GCE) of gamma rays in the center

of the Milky Way, and has led to comparisons in possible origins for the emis-

sion in the two galaxies. Proposed explanations for the GCE include signals

of annihilating dark matter [2, 83, 116, 167, 175, 166], an unresolved popula-

tion of millisecond pulsars (MSP) [26, 64, 133], or additional cosmic-ray sources

[91, 154, 100]. Due to some similarities between both the two galaxies themselves

and the observed emissions, it is natural to also consider whether these are viable

explanations for the M31 detection. Although there is significant uncertainty in

the dark matter density profile, the possibility of a dark matter signal in M31

has previously been studied for gamma-rays [150, 18, 204], as well as other wave-

lengths [219, 135, 28, 97, 246, 61, 321]. A brief argument is presented in the recent

Fermi detection paper [10] using the relative J-factors of the Galactic center and

M31 to infer that the expected gamma-ray emission from dark matter annihila-

tion in M31 is roughly a factor of ∼ 5 below the observed emission. In a recent

paper [219], we studied the possibility of a dark matter origin of the M31 emis-

sion from a multi-wavelength perspective. We found that when assuming a dark

matter only interpretation using favored GCE dark matter models, such models

typically require annihilation cross-sections above current constraints, and have

spectral shapes that are inconsistent with the M31 observations. However, this
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does not necessarily preclude these models contributing a subdominant component

of the observed emission, with the shape of the spectrum predominantly deter-

mined by another emission source. Additionally,the dark matter particle models

in that analysis that can reproduce the M31 gamma-ray emission also produce

synchrotron emission that is in tension with observational radio data. There have

also been efforts made to explore a millisecond pulsar (MSP) explanation for the

M31 gamma-ray emission [133, 151]. Ref. [151] studied MSPs originating from

globular cluster disruption in the bulge of M31, whereas Ref. [133] considered

MSPs formed in situ. The in situ model was found to fit the energetics and

morphology of the excess well, however neither study could account for the full

detected emission, with each providing only ∼ 1/4 of the M31 observation.

In light of the lack of a definitive dark matter or exclusive unresolved MSP

explanation, this work focuses on the scenario in which this emission can po-

tentially be accounted for using a conventional astrophysical interpretation of

cosmic ray induced emissions. In order to explore this possibility, we study the

multi-wavelength emission in Andromeda to consider whether a cosmic ray expla-

nation is consistent across the spectrum. We predominantly focus on the radio

and gamma-ray emission, as these regimes provide the most insight given cur-

rently available observational data. The production of cosmic rays in astrophys-

ical systems can lead to emissions at various wavelengths from radio, to X-ray

and gamma-ray [56, 209, 273]. When cosmic ray electrons (CRe) are injected into

regions containing magnetic fields, they radiate synchrotron emission at radio

wavelengths, whereas through inverse Compton scattering the electrons upscatter

ambient photons, such as from the CMB or starlight, to X-ray and gamma-ray

energies. Gamma rays can also be produced directly through the decay of neutral

pions produced in cosmic-ray proton (CRp) collisions with the interstellar medium
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[121, 213]. We note that – as discussed in Ackermann et. al. (2017) [10] – the

gamma-ray emission does not seem to be spatially correlated with neutral gas or

regions of high star formation, which are typically the regions wherein CRp are

expected to be produced and interact with the ISM to produce the π0 gamma-rays.

The magnitudes of these fluxes depend on the components of the astrophysical

environment, such as magnetic field, target photon radiation field, and abundance

of cosmic ray production mechanisms. The diffusion of the relativistic cosmic rays

additionally plays a significant role in the expected signal, as cosmic rays diffuse

and escape the system, thus suppressing the expected flux. The mechanism by

which cosmic rays are produced and accelerated has been a topic of extensive

interest. For galaxies, supernovae remnants (SNR) are considered to be the main

sources of cosmic rays [162, 35, 34, 305, 130]. While SNRs are thought to provide

the dominant contribution of cosmic rays in galaxies, other mechanisms such as

pulsars and their nebula can also provide significant contributions to the total

cosmic ray population [13, 158, 176]. The expected power injection from these

cosmic ray sources provides a benchmark to which we can compare the cosmic ray

power necessary to produce the multi-wavelength emissions in M31.

This chapter is organized as follows: in section 4.2 we detail the relevant

physical modeling, including the magnetic field, interstellar radiation field, and

diffusion model, as well as the solution to the diffusion equation. In section 4.3

we present the expressions for each radiative process under consideration, then in

section 4.4 we present the data used in the analysis. In section 5.5 we present

the results of our analysis, in section 4.6 we comment on X-ray diffuse emission

constraints, and, finally, we conclude in section 5.6.
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4.2 Astrophysical Model of Andromeda

In order to calculate the secondary emission from the production of primary

or secondary cosmic-ray electrons, we must first model the relevant astrophysical

components of Andromeda. In particular, we require a description of the magnetic

field model, which determines the synchrotron emission produced, as well as the

inter-stellar radiation field (ISRF) that provides the target photon bath for the

inverse Compton (IC) scattering. Also relevant to this analysis is a model of

diffusion and radiative energy losses, since the relativistic electrons diffuse out

and escape the system, while also losing energy through synchrotron emission, IC

emission, Coulomb interactions, and bremsstrahlung. In the following section, we

briefly describe the model adopted in this work.

4.2.1 Magnetic Field

The study of radio synchrotron emission in M31 requires some knowledge of

the magnetic field in our region of interest, namely within the inner few kpc. In

this region, the field structure is turbulent and complex, however estimates of

the field strengths as determined by Faraday rotation measures of polarized radio

emission are typically around 15 ± 3µG for r = 0.2 − 0.4 kpc, and 19 ± 3µG

for r = 0.8 − 1.0 kpc [174, 160]. At larger radii in the disk of the galaxy, the

magnetic field falls off to values of roughly 5± 1µG [147]. In our previous study

of Andromeda where we considered a dark matter origin of the multi-wavelength

emission we selected a spatially dependent magnetic field based on these values,

approximating some degree of spherical symmetry in the central region, while

noting that that model would not be applicable at larger radii where a multi-

dimensional field model would be more appropriate. In this analysis however, we

treat the magnetic field strength as one of the free parameters in our fit, and so
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we adopt a simplified constant magnetic field where

B(r) = Bµ. (4.1)

While this is helpful in that it reduces the parameters we need to fit in order to

define our model, it comes at the cost of accuracy in capturing the complexity

of the field or any spatial dependence. We can consider the constant field as an

average over space, with a consequence of this being that we would expect the

values of Bµ to be lower than the quoted central values, and at a roughly similar

level to that of the disk.

4.2.2 Inter-stellar Radiation Field

Our inter-stellar radiation field model (ISRF) contains two components: (i) a

CMB photon component and (ii) a starlight (SL) component. We have chosen

to neglect the infrared (IR) component in the ISRF and instead focus only on

the CMB and starlight components in order to simplify the ISRF modelling and

fitting procedure, implicitly making the assumption that the starlight component

will be the more significant contribution to the IC emission. For the CMB, we

simply have a black-body spectrum at T = 2.73 K and spatial homogeneity. Thus

we have,

nCMB(ν) = 8πν2

c3
1

ehν/kT − 1 . (4.2)

For the starlight component, we approximate the spectrum as a black-body with

temperature T = 3500 K, a choice motivated by previous analysis of the ISRF in

the Milky Way demonstrating this as a good approximation for starlight spectra.

We additionally include a spatial dependence based on the starlight luminosity
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profile of M31 [110] incorporating a bulge component of the form:

nbulge(r) ∝ e
−bn

[(
r
rb

)1/n
−1
]
. (4.3)

and a disk component:

ndisk(r) ∝ e
− r
rd . (4.4)

Combining these spatial components with the black-body spectral profile yields a

starlight photon number density:

nSL(ν, r) = NSL
8πν2/c3

ehν/kT − 1

e−bn
[(

r
rb

)1/n
−1
]

+ e
− r
rd

135

 . (4.5)

The parameters rb, rd, n, bn are taken from [110] and the factor of 1/135 in the disk

component was chosen to recreate the bulge to disk luminosity ratio in [110]. The

factor NSL is a dimensionless normalization constant that is to be determined in

the later sections as a free parameter in our fit. To get a sense for what value this

parameter should be, we can consider the stellar luminosity of the inner region

of M31. The stellar luminosity within a 1 kpc radius of M31 has previously been

reported as L = 109.9L� [170, 127]. We can roughly estimate the luminosity as

L = 4πr2c ūSL, (4.6)

where the bar refers to a spatial average over the volume. Taking the radius

to be ∼ 1 kpc, a stellar luminosity of L = 109.9L� corresponds to ūSL ≈ 5 eV

cm−3, or NSL ≈ 5 × 10−12. A reasonable, albeit somewhat large, range of values

for the stellar energy density in the inner regions of galaxies is ūSL ≈ 1 − 10

eV cm−3 [259, 257], which roughly corresponds to a normalization fit range of
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NSL ∈ (10−12, 10−11).

4.2.3 Solution to the Diffusion Equation

After being injected into the system, the CRe undergo both radiative losses and

diffusion. Diffusion is particularly important on shorter distance scales, such as the

few kpc scales considered in this work, and we have demonstrated in our previous

M31 paper (see Fig. 6 from [219]) that it significantly impacts the expected fluxes.

The diffusion and radiative energy loss mechanisms of the CRe are accounted for

in the diffusion equation:

∂

∂t

dne±

dE
=∇

[
D(E, r)∇dne±

dE

]

+ ∂

∂E

[
b(E, r)dne

±

dE

]
+Q(E, r).

(4.7)

where we neglect convection and reacceleration effects which can be safely ignored

for energies greater than a few GeV [119, 118]. Particularly in a quiescent galaxy

such as M31 with its low star-formation rate [149, 261], the effects of convection

are expected to be less prominent than in galaxies with higher star-formation

activity [218, 199, 315] such as starbursts or even the Milky Way, and thus we

treat diffusion as the dominant escape term. In equation 4.7, ∂ne/∂E is the

electron/positron equilibrium spectrum with units of GeV−1 cm−3, D(E, r) is the

diffusion coefficient, b(E, r) is the energy loss term, and Q(E, r) is the CRe source

term that we specify in later sections and has units of GeV−1 s−1 cm−3. In the

energy loss term, we include contributions from synchrotron, IC, Coulomb, and
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bremsstrahlung processes, with the full expression given by:

b(E, r) = bIC(E, r) + bSynch.(E, r) + bCoul.(E) + bBrem.(E)

= b0
ICuCMBE

2 + b0
ICuSL(r)E2 + b0

Synch.B
2(r)E2

+ b0
Coul.n̄e

(
1 + log

(
E/me

n̄e

)
/75

)

+ b0
Brem.n̄e

(
log

(
E/me

n̄e

)
+ 0.36

)
.

(4.8)

The b0 coefficients in this expression have units GeV s−1 with values b0
syn ' 0.0254,

b0
IC ' 0.76, b0

brem ' 1.51, and b0
Coul ' 6.13 [209, 106]. The photon energy density

for the CMB is uCMB = 0.25 eV cm−3 and for the starlight photons can be

computed from equation (4.5) to be uSL(r) = hν2
0nSL(ν0, r), where ν0 is taken to

be the peak frequency. Finally, n̄e in equation (4.8) refers to the average thermal

electron density and is taken to be n̄e ≈ 0.01 cm−3 [153, 40, 41, 87, 86].

For the diffusion coefficient we assume a homogeneous power law of the form:

D(E) = D0E
δ (4.9)

with δ = 1/3 and D0 = 3× 1028 cm2 s−1 [295, 317, 24, 322]. The choices of these

parameters are motivated by assuming that M31 has roughly similar diffusion

properties to the Milky Way, with these values being determined by measurements

of the stable (e.g. B/C) or unstable (e.g. Be10/Be9) secondary to primary ratios,

and also supported by studies of the far-infrared - radio correlation in M31 and

other galaxies that infer similar values [39, 237]. Equation (4.7) can be solved

analytically using the Green’s function method (see e.g. [106, 162]) and in the

steady state case where the left-hand side of equation (4.7) is set to zero the
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appropriate Green’s function with free-escape boundary conditions is given by:

G(r,∆v) = 1√
4π∆v

∞∑
n=−∞

(−1)n
∫ rh

0
dr′

r′

rn

(
Q(E, r′)
Q(E, r)

)

×
[
exp

(
−(r′ − rn)2

4∆v

)
− exp

(
−(r′ + rn)2

4∆v

)]
,

(4.10)

where rh ≈ 5 kpc is the diffusion zone radius and the locations of the image charges

used to implement the free-escape boundary condition are rn = (−1)n r + 2nrh.

The value ∆v is defined as ∆v = v(E)− v(E ′) with

v(E) =
∫ ∞
E

dẼ
D(Ẽ)
b(Ẽ)

. (4.11)

where we have approximated a spatially independent form of the energy loss term

by taking a spatial average of uSL(r) and B(r) in equation (4.8). In the above

expression, E ′ represents the energy of the electron at the source, while E is the

interaction energy. The quantity
√

∆v has units of distance, and represents the

diffusion length scale of the particles. The final form of the electron equilibrium

spectrum is then given by,

dne±

dE
(E, r) = 1

b(E, r)

∫ ∞
E

dE ′G (r,∆v)Q(E, r). (4.12)

Here we use the full spatially dependent form of the energy loss expression, rather

than the homogeneous form used in equation (4.11).

4.3 Multi-wavelength Emission

Once we have obtained the electron equilibrium spectrum dne±/dE by solving

the diffusion equation, we can then proceed to calculate the emissivity ji, by
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integrating the electron spectrum with the power for the given radiative process,

namely the synchrotron radiation and IC scattering for our purposes. This gives

ji(ν, r) = 2
∫ ∞
me

dE Pi(ν, E, r)
dne±

dE
(E, r) (4.13)

where the factor of two accounts for electrons and positrons and Pi is the power

of a radiative process i which we calculate in the following sections. From here,

the flux density is given by the integral of the emissivity over volume,

Si(ν) = 1
4πd2

∫
dV ji(ν, r) ≈

1
d2

∫
dr r2ji(ν, r) (4.14)

where d is the distance to M31, taken to be d = 780 kpc [289]. In this work, we

make use of the publicly available RX-DMFIT tool [220] to solve the differential

diffusion equation and then to perform the various secondary emission calcula-

tions. Models used in this analysis can be obtained from the authors.

4.3.1 Synchrotron Power

In the presence of ambient magnetic fields, the relativistic CRe undergo syn-

chrotron radiation, producing radio emission. The synchrotron power for a fre-

quency ν averaged over all directions is [293, 209]

Psyn (ν, E, r) =
∫ π

0
dθ

sin θ
2 2π

√
3r0mecν0 sin θF

(
x

sin θ

)
, (4.15)

where r0 = e2/(mec
2) is the classical electron radius, θ is the pitch angle, and

ν0 = eB/(2πmec) is the non-relativistic gyrofrequency. The x and F terms are

defined as,

x ≡ 2νm2
e

3ν0E2 , (4.16)
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F (s) ≡ s
∫ ∞
s

dζK5/3 (ζ) ' 1.25s1/3e−s
[
648 + s2

]1/12
, (4.17)

where K5/3 is the Bessel function of order 5/3.

4.3.2 Inverse Compton Power

With the photon number density n(ε, r) = nCMB(ε) + nSL(ε, r), and the IC

scattering cross-section σ (Eγ, ε, E), the IC power is

PIC (Eγ, E, r) = cEγ

∫
dε n (ε, r)σ (Eγ, ε, E) (4.18)

where ε is the energy of the target photons, E is the energy of the relativistic

electrons and positrons, and Eγ is the energy of the photons after scattering (note

that Eγ = hν for observing frequency ν in equation (4.13)). The scattering cross-

section, σ (Eγ, ε, E), is given by the Klein-Nishina formula:

σ (Eγ, ε, E) = 3σT
4εγ2G (q,Γ) , (4.19)

where σT is the Thomson cross-section and G(q,Γ) is given by [56]:

G(q,Γ) =
[
2q ln q + (1 + 2q)(1− q) + (2q)2(1− q)

2(1 + Γq)

]
, (4.20)

where,

Γ = 4εγ
mec2 = 4γ2ε

E
, q = Eγ

Γ(E − Eγ)
(4.21)

The kinematics of inverse Compton scattering set the range of q to be 1/ (4γ2) ≤

q ≤ 1 [106, 56, 273].
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4.3.3 Gamma-ray Flux

In addition to gamma rays produced from IC scattering, we also consider

gamma rays resulting from the decay of neutral pions produced in cosmic-ray

proton collisions. When the pions are produced they decay rapidly within a time

span of ∼ 10−16 s. The gamma rays do not experience diffusion or radiative loss

effects, and thus we do not need to consider equation (4.7). Instead, for a π0

gamma-ray source injection Qγ (in units of GeV−1 cm−3 s−1), the flux is simply

given by integrating over the volume of the source [106, 264, 219]:

Fγ = 1
d2

∫
drr2E2Qγ (E, r) . (4.22)

4.4 Gamma-ray and Radio Data

The gamma-ray data points are taken from the analysis performed in Ack-

ermann et. al. (2017) [10], where they used 88 months of PASS 8 Fermi data

collected between August 4, 2008, and December 1, 2015. Reconstructed events

within an energy range of 0.1-100 GeV were considered as well as reconstructed

directions within a 14◦ × 14◦ region centered at (α, δ) = (10◦.6847, 41◦.2687).

SOURCE class events were used excluding those with zenith angle greater than

90◦ or rocking angle greater than 52◦. The resulting detected emission found in

this study was concentrated within the inner 5 kpc, motivating this as the choice

of region of interest in our calculations of the gamma-ray emission resulting from

IC scattering and pion decay.

Radio observations of M31 have predominantly focused on regions of large

radii out to about ∼ 16 kpc with a particular emphasis on the star-forming 10

kpc “ring” [38, 161, 30, 29, 31], or alternatively on the central regions within r ∼ 1
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kpc [320, 42]. For our purposes, the available data in the 1 kpc region are most

useful, as they allows us to focus our analysis on the inner region and make better

comparisons between the 1 kpc ROI for radio emission and the 5 kpc ROI for

gamma-ray emission. In each of the spectral energy distributions in the following

sections, the synchrotron emission is calculated with r = 1 kpc while the IC and

gamma-ray emission are calculated with r = 5 kpc.

4.5 Results

In our analysis, the multi-wavelength emission in M31 is assumed to be due

to the presence of cosmic-rays. We consider here two cosmic-rays production

mechanisms: the first is primary production of CRe following a power law with

exponential cut-off source injection, which then radiate synchrotron and IC emis-

sion. The second source of cosmic-rays we consider is primary production of

cosmic-ray protons obeying a power law. The hadronic inelastic interactions of

the CRp produce neutral pions that decay into gamma rays, as well as charged

pions that decay into secondary CRe which then produce synchrotron and IC

emission. Finally, we consider the scenario in which both of these sources provide

comparable contributions to the overall cosmic-ray abundance in what we refer to

as our “multi-component” model. We then examine to what extent each of these

three scenarios can be responsible for the multi-wavelength emission in M31. Of

the three cases mentioned, the multi-component model appears the most convinc-

ing, while the primary-only and secondary-only models do not easily reproduce

the emission in M31 within the range of realistic parameter space.
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4.5.1 Emission from primary cosmic ray electrons

We now define the source term of equation (4.7) by considering the case in

which the cosmic-ray population is dominated by primary electron production

obeying a power law with an exponential cutoff:

Qe±(E) = NCRe

(
E

GeV

)−αe
e−E/Ecut . (4.23)

In this section, αCR, NCRe , Ecut in equation (4.23) along with Bµ and NSL are

taken to be free parameters that we adjust to fit the observed radio and gamma-ray

spectra. Previous studies of cosmic-ray origins can provide some guidance as to

reasonable values for these parameters. For example, values of αe ∼ 2.0−2.3 have

been found to be consistent with production of cosmic rays in supernovae (SNe),

as well as suggesting Ecut values on the order of a few TeV [118, 123, 212, 140, 122].

The normalization NCRe however is poorly constrained, and in section 4.5.1 we

compare the fit values of NCRe with the corresponding SNe power output.

In table 4.1 we list the results for the best-fitting model and plot the SED in

figure 4.1. Throughout this analysis we fit the parameters by minimizing the stan-

dard χ2 metric using a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [244, 258] to two decimal

tolerance and employ a penalty function to enforce the fit range constraints. Addi-

tionally, the expansion, contraction, and shrink parameters are determined using

a dimension dependent implementation [157]. For the source term parameters αe

and Ecut, we see a general agreement with expectations as described above, albeit

with a cutoff energy somewhat lower than the TeV level. The starlight component

is also suppressedto the lower end of the allowed range, with a normalization factor

NSL = 1.02×10−12 which is a factor of ∼ 5 lower than the value derived in section

4.2.2. We find a magnetic field value of Bµ = 1.7µG which is relatively small in
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comparison to those discussed in section 4.2.1. While the actual structure of the

field would involve higher central values with some spatially dependent fall-off,

the average strength of the field over the space can be expected to take a smaller

value. However, even with this in mind the magnetic field value is particularly low

and likely not representative of the field strength within the inner regions of M31,

especially the inner ∼ 1 kpc where the synchrotron emission is calculated. Thus,

we instead seek a configuration that allows for a higher magnetic field value.

Figure 4.1: Synchrotron and IC emission from primary production of CRe for
the best fit model in table 4.1. The dashed lines are the CMB IC contribution, the
dash-dot are the SL IC contribution, and the total emissions are the solid lines.
Radio data are taken from [320] and gamma-ray data are taken from [10]

One way in which we can potentially achieve a higher magnetic field is to

take into consideration the case where the radio emission is due to synchrotron

radiation from cosmic-ray electrons, but the IC emission is not sufficient to recreate

the Fermi observations, and remain agnostic as to the source of the gamma-ray

emission. To do this, we increase the strength of the magnetic field and change

NCRe to reproduce the radio emission. In figure 4.2 we show these fluxes for a
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few values of the magnetic field, and list the normalization factors in table 4.2.

In this approach, we are essentially assuming that for reasonable magnetic field

values the radio synchrotron emission in M31 can be produced predominantly

by primary cosmic-ray electrons, while the source of the gamma ray emission

remains unaccounted for. In later sections we use this approach in conjunction

with comic-ray secondaries to account for the full spectrum of emission.

Figure 4.2: Spectrum due to synchrotron and IC emission from primary CRe for
various values of the magnetic field, normalized to the observed radio emission.
The best fit model is shown in green. Radio data are taken from [320] and gamma-
ray data are taken from [10]

Bµ (µG) NCRe (GeV−1cm−3s−1)

3 3.39× 10−26

5 1.28× 10−26

10 3.85× 10−27

Table 4.2: Normalization factors for various magnetic field strengths in the case
of CRe primaries, normalized to the radio emission.
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Cosmic-ray Electron Power

In order to place our value for the source term normalization NCRe into a

physical context, we can compare the total power output injected into cosmic-

ray electrons with physical processes such as supernovae explosions. The power

injected into the CRe for the source term of equation (4.23) is given by,

PCRe =
∫
dV

∫ ∞
me

dE E Qe(E), (4.24)

where V is the diffusion volume. Meanwhile, the power injected into cosmic-ray

electrons from supernovae is given by the expression,

PSN, e = ηeΓESN (4.25)

where Γ is the supernova (SN) rate, ESN is the total energy released in the SN

explosion and ηe is the efficiency of the SN energy transferred to the CRe. The

SNe rate can be estimated from the observed star-formation rate (SFR), which in

the case of M31 has been measured to be ∼ 0.2−0.4 M� yr−1 [149, 261]. Adopting

a value of SFR = 0.25 M� yr−1 [149], the rate is then given by [178, 59]

Γ = SFR×
∫Mmax
Mmin

ψ(M)dM∫ 100M�
0.1M� ψ(M)MdM

. (4.26)

We use the Salpeter initial mass function (IMF) [276] defined over the main-

sequence mass range of 0.1−100M� wherein ψ(M) ∝M−2.35 and ψ(M)dM gives

the number of stars in the mass range M + dM . We take Mmin = 8M� and

Mmax = 40M� in line with canonical CC SNe parameters [178]. This yields a

SNe rate of 0.17 per century, and the total energy output of for one supernova

explosion is ESN ∼ 1051 erg. While the efficiency at which energy is imparted to
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electrons during SN explosions is not well constrained, several estimates suggest

values of ηe = 10−5 − 10−3 [300, 118]. Putting these together, we obtain a lower

limit on the power injected into CRe in SNe explosions to be PSN, e ≈ 5.1× 1035

erg s−1, and an upper limit of PSN, e ≈ 5.1 × 1037 erg s−1. In figure 4.3 we show

the power injected into CRe implied by our best-fit model while increasing the

magnetic field and normalizing to the radio data (as in figure 4.2). We com-

pare this with the estimated range of SNe power output for CRe and see that

the necessary normalization to fit the radio data produces a power requirement

that is substantially greater than the estimated SNe power budget for the lower

magnetic fields, including at the best-fit value when also fitting the gamma-ray

data at Bµ = 1.7µG. Although the SNe power calculations involve a great deal of

uncertainty, it is unlikely that the uncertainty is so great that it can be reconciled

with the power output implied by our parameter model. Potential other cosmic-

ray acceleration mechanisms such as PWNe could also contribute to the power

total, however we can briefly demonstrate that this contribution is not enough to

overcome the difference. For the case of pulsars, the relevant quantity is the spin

down luminosity which can be expressed as

PPWN = ηW0

t0
[
1 +

(
tp
t0

)]2 (4.27)

where η is the injection efficiency, W0 is the pulsar energy output, t0 is the typical

pulsar decay timescale and tp is the pulsar lifetime [118, 211, 120, 206]. If we take

as fiducial values, η = 0.1,W0 = 1050 erg, t0 = 1 kyr and assume tp ≈ t0 we obtain

a power contribution from pulsars of

PPWN = ηW0

4t0
≈ 8× 1037erg s−1. (4.28)
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While this value suggests that PWNe can contribute a significant amount of the

CRe power, the estimate here is not sufficient to account for the necessary CRe

power of our best-fit models, and thus does not have a significant impact on the

results shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Power injection into CRe according to equation (4.24) for increasing
magnetic field strength, normalized to the radio data. The purple region shows
the range estimate for the electron power injection due to SNe as calculated using
Eq. (4.25).

4.5.2 Emissions from cosmic rays of hadronic origin

We next consider the scenario in which the dominant contribution to the

cosmic-ray population is in the form of primary cosmic-ray protons. Inelastic

interactions between the CRp and the interstellar medium produce neutral and

charged pions. The neutral pions decay into gamma-rays, while the charged pions

decay into muons and neutrinos, which in turn decay into neutrinos and secondary
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CRe. This can be summarized as:

π0 → 2γ

π± → µ± + νµ/ν̄µ → e± + νe/ν̄e

(4.29)

For the most common astrophysical model of the CRp distribution we assume a

simple power law:

nCRp(E) = NCRp

(
E

GeV

)−αp
(4.30)

with NCRp in units of GeV−1 cm−3. The resulting source terms for the gamma

rays and cosmic-ray electrons have been previously calculated for this choice of

CRp source distribution [255, 213, 278]. Following [255] for the gamma-ray source

term from π0 decay yields the expression:

Qγ(E, r) = NCRp nN(r)cσpp
4ξ2−αγ

3αγ

(
mπ0

GeV

)−αγ

×
[(2Eγ
mπ0

)δ
+
(2Eγ
mπ0

)−δ]−αγ/δ (4.31)

with, αγ = 4/3 (αp − 0.5), and the source for e± from the charged pion decay is

given by

Qe±(E, r) ' 26NCRp nN(r)cσpp
(24E
GeV

)−αγ
, (4.32)

as described in [125]. Here, nN(r) is the nucleon number density, which we take to

be proportional to the thermal electron number density with nN(r) = 1
1− 1

2XH
ne(r)

where XH = 0.24 is the the primordial 4He mass fraction. The thermal electron
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density ne(r) can be modeled as a beta-fit of the form

ne = ne,0

[
1 +

(
r

rc

)2
]− 3

2β

(4.33)

with β = 0.49 and rc = 54′′ [207] and assuming ne,0 ∼ 0.1 cm−3 [87, 86]. The

neutral pion mass is mπ0 = 135 GeV, ξ gives the pion multiplicity taken to be

ξ = 2 for π0, and σpp = 32 mbarn is the proton collision cross-section. The shape

parameter δ is given by δ = 0.14α−1.6
γ + 0.44. For this case, when fitting to both

the radio and gamma-ray data using the same free parameters as the previous sec-

tion (but with Ecut excluded and NCRe , αe replaced with NCRp , αp) we are unable

to find a reasonable fit, due to the significant difference between the index re-

quired to fit the synchrotron emission to the radio simultaneously as the π0 decay

to the gamma-ray emission. Additionally, if we ignore the contribution from π0

gamma rays and assume that synchrotron and IC emission from secondary elec-

trons are dominantly responsible for the observed radio and gamma-ray emission

we similarly do not find a good fit to the data.

Instead, we determine αp and NCRp by only fitting the π0 gamma rays to

the Fermi data, while leaving the other parameters to be determined separately.

With the only contribution to the fit being from the π0 gamma ray contribution,

we are find a best fit with αp = 2.66 and NCRp = 8.89 × 10−8 GeV−1 cm−3,

also listed in table 4.3. The gamma-ray spectrum is shown in figure 4.4 along

with a few other values of αp, normalized appropriately. In the selection of the

remaining parameters that need to be determined (i.e. Bµ and NSL) we are

mainly constrained by the requirement that we are consistent with the field values

in section 4.2.1 while not overproducing the radio emission, and NSL does not

result in IC emission that significantly impacts the spectrum from pion decay

gamma rays in the Fermi data energy range. In figure 4.5 we show the result of
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this procedure with various values for the magnetic fields, and for simplicity a

single starlight normalization NSL = 5× 10−12 in accordance with the discussion

of section 4.2.2. In this figure, two things are evident: first, the gamma-ray

emission provides a good fit to the Fermi data; and second, the spectral index

required for this fit results in a significant mismatch to the radio data regardless

of normalization or field strength. The index of the CRp distribution obtained is

in agreement with other studies that suggest αp ∼ 2.5− 2.75 [52, 180, 251].

Figure 4.4: Spectrum due to π0 decay for a few values of αp, normalized to the
Fermi data from [10].

αp NCRp (GeV−1cm−3) χ2
min/d.o.f

2.66 8.89× 10−8 2.25 / 5

Table 4.3: Parameters and their values in our best-fit model for a power law
primary proton source.
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Figure 4.5: Emission due to decay of π±, π0 into e±, γ. Parameters were de-
termined by fitting the pion decay gamma rays to the Fermi data with only the
normalization NCRp and the injection index αp as free parameters, and for a selec-
tion of magnetic field strengths. The dashed lines are the CMB IC contribution,
the dash-dot are the SL IC contribution, and the total emissions are the solid
lines. Radio data are taken from [320] and gamma-ray data are taken from [10].

Cosmic-ray Proton Power

As we did in section 4.5.1, we can again compare the power injected into CRp

as implied by our fit parameters to the energy budget of SNe produced CRp. The

power injection from SNe to CRp is of the same form as the CRe;

PSN, p = ηpESNΓSN (4.34)

where the only difference is in the value of the power injection efficiency, ηp. While

[300] inferred a value of ηp ∼ 10−5 − 10−4, others have adopted higher values of

ηp ∼ 10−3 [93]. Additionally, gamma ray observations suggest that up to 3− 30%

of the SN kinetic energy can be imparted into the cosmic-ray protons [8, 305]. We
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therefore have quite a large range of possible values, finding PSN, p ≈ 5.1 × 1035

erg s−1 for our lower bound and PSN, p ≈ 1.53× 1040 erg s−1 as an upper bound.

To calculate the implied CRp power from our models, we take into account the

diffusive properties of the CRp source distribution nCRp . Noting that for the heav-

ier cosmic-ray protons the radiative energy losses of equation (4.8) are unimpor-

tant, we can consider only the propagation of the CRp by diffusion. The steady-

state distribution of cosmic-ray protons has a characteristic diffusion timescale of

tD(E) ≈ r2
h/D(E) [301, 252, 155, 209, 50], which gives us an injection source term

nCRp(E)/tD(E). We then have for the power injected into CRp:

PCRp =
∫
dV

∫ ∞
mp

dE

(
E
nCRp(E)
tD(E)

)
. (4.35)

In figure 4.6 we show the contours of the implied power injected into CRp. In

this case the power determined by the fit parameters still exceeds the estimated

SNe power injection. This discrepancy between the SNe estimates and our calcu-

lated power is not as extreme as in the primary PCRe scenario for lower magnetic

fields, though for higher field values, the CRe power is just over an order of mag-

nitude greater than the upper SNe power, as opposed to the almost two order of

magnitude difference for the CRp seen here.

4.5.3 Multi-component cosmic ray source model

In the previous sections we were working under the assumption that the

cosmic-ray source was dominated by either primary production of CRe or hadronic

production of secondary CRe and π0 gamma rays. However, another possible

scenario would be where both of these cosmic-ray production mechanisms are in-

corporated. We can therefore consider a multi-component model that includes

contributions of both the primary source as well as the hadronically produced
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Figure 4.6: 1σ and 2σ contours of power injection into CRp according to equation
(4.35) with NCRp and αp as free parameters and fitting only contributions from
π0 gamma rays. The light blue region shows a portion of the range estimate for
the proton power injection due to SNe as calculated using equation (4.34). The
best-fit point is given by the orange dot.

sources. For the gamma-ray source term, the only contribution is from the decay

of pions produced in inelastic hadronic collisions as described by (4.31). The elec-

tron source term for the multi-component model is the sum of the source terms

in equations (4.23) and (4.32):

QMC
e± (E, r) = NCRe

(
E

GeV

)−αe
e−E/Ecut

+ 26NCRp nN(r)cσpp
(24E
GeV

)−αγ (4.36)

with, αγ = 4/3 (αp − 0.5). The best-fit results are listed in table 4.4 along with a

selection of parameter sets with fixed magnetic fields or fixed NSL. The SED for

the best fit is shown in figure 4.7.

For the injection indices, we obtain values of αe = 2.04 and αp = 2.75, which
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Figure 4.7: SED of the best-fitting multi-component CR model, including contri-
butions from primary CRe, as well as secondary CRe and gamma rays of hadronic
origin. Fit parameters are listed in the top row of Table 4.4. The dashed lines are
the IC CMB contribution, the dash-dot are the IC SL contribution, dotted lines
are the π0 gamma-rays, and the total emissions are the solid lines. Radio data
are taken from [320] and gamma-ray data are taken from [10]

are both within the ranges discussed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, while the normal-

ization factors NCRe and NCRp do not deviate significantly from the values found

in those sections. The cutoff energy Ecut = 1658 GeV is in line with the ∼ TeV

level used in previous cosmic-ray studies [118, 123, 212, 140, 122], but higher than

in the primary-only case. The magnetic field is also higher here than in the pri-

mary only case and is in good agreement with M31 magnetic field estimates. The

similarity between the parameters of the multi-component model and the primary-

only or secondary-only models is reflected in that for the multi-component model

each of the two components (primary and secondary) have separate regimes of

dominance. That is to say, the radio is predominantly due to the primary CRe

whereas the gamma-rays are mainly due to the neutral pion decay gamma rays.
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Figure 4.8: SED of the multi-component CR model for each of the parameter
sets in table 4.4. Radio data are taken from [320] and gamma-ray data are taken
from [10]

This resolves the discrepancy in the model with purely hadronically produced CRe

between the spectrum of radio data and the predicted synchrotron emission. In

addition to the best-fit model, we also list in table 4.4 models in which we hold

the magnetic field fixed and fit for the remaining free parameters. We do this

as well where we instead hold NSL fixed to the value discussed in 4.2.2 and fit

the remaining parameters. In either case, the parameter held fixed is denoted in

table 4.4 by the ‘a’ superscript. The spectra for each model in 4.4 are plotted

in figure 4.8. With different field strengths we are still able to find good fits to

the data, with only very slight changes to the χ2
min. This suggests that in the

multi-component model there is no issue with a suppressed magnetic field as in

the primary-only case. Again we see that the starlight normalization is highly

suppressed and the IC emission is heavily dominated by the CMB component.

Since this appears to be a fairly extreme scenario for the central region of the
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galaxy, we try to achieve a more reasonable value by holding the normalization

fixed at NSL = 5×10−12 as derived in section 4.2.2 and fit the remaining parame-

ters. We are still able to achieve a good fit, however it requires a relatively higher

magnetic field of Bµ = 12.4µG in order to suppress the stellar IC component, as

well as a low injection index of αe = 1.57.

We once again compare the power injection into CRe and CRp implied by the

parameters of our fit with the estimated SN injected power. Noting that the source

term parameters for the CRe and CRp do not deviate significantly from the values

found in section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, similar results in this comparison can be expected

here. In fact, that is essentially what we see in figure 4.9, wherein we show the

implied CR power from our models for the various magnetic field values compared

with the SN power injection estimates of sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. We see that the

implied CRe power injection decreases for models with higher magnetic field (cf.

figure 4.3), while the CRp injection remains relatively constant with some slight

increase due to suppression of the primary CRe induced IC emission. However,

neither are within their respective ranges for the SN source power. Although there

is a discrepancy between the implied power injection of our cosmic-ray parameter

sets and the estimated supernovae contribution, the great deal of uncertainty in

the SNe power estimates makes it difficult to make concrete statements on the

viability of these models on this basis alone.

4.6 Diffuse X-ray Emission in M31

While the focus of this analysis has been on the radio and gamma-ray emission,

X-ray emission in M31 provides another potential avenue to study. However,

several observations of the X-ray emission in the bulge of M31 have detected the

presence of an unresolved diffuse component, using data from ROSAT [297, 298],
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Figure 4.9: Power injection into CRe and CRp for each of the models in table
4.4, plotted against magnetic field. Note that the region of SNe power into CRp
(cyan) fully overlaps the SNe power injection into CRe region (magenta).

XMM-Newton [280], and CHANDRA [205]. In each of these studies, diffuse X-

ray flux in the inner ∼ 1 kpc of M31 is observed at a flux level of falling roughly

between ∼ 3−5×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, and can likely be attributed to the presence

of thermal hot gas and unresolved X-ray point sources. We note that this observed

X-ray emission within 1 kpc has a higher flux than the X-rays produced in any

of our cosmic-ray models from the previous sections, even despite the computed

X-ray emission being within a 5 kpc radius. We thus conclude that for these

cosmic ray models and our astrophysical setup the X-ray emission in M31 does

not provide particularly useful information due to the bright diffuse emission in

the bulge of M31 being considerably brighter than what we would obtain in our

models.
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4.7 Conclusion

We have examined the possibility of a cosmic-ray origin for the multi-wavelength

emission in the Andromeda galaxy, specifically addressing the origin of the recently

detected extended gamma-ray emission. We considered three models for the pro-

duction of cosmic rays. First, we considered a primary injection of CRe obeying

a power law with an exponential cutoff, then considered production of secondary

CRe and gamma rays produced from interactions of a power law distribution of

primary CRp. Finally, we looked at a multi-component model that incorporates

both of these cosmic-ray sources. We then fit the synchrotron and IC fluxes aris-

ing due to the presence of the primary and secondary CRe, as well as the gamma

ray emission from neutral pion decay, to available radio data and a recent Fermi

gamma-ray detection in M31.

For the primary CRe scenario, we find best fit parameters for the injection

spectrum αe = 2.14 and cutoff energy Ecut = 514 GeV. The injection index is

consistent with expected values for CRe sources such as SNR. The cutoff energy is

slightly lower than expected, however not wholly inconsistent with expected values

on the order of TeV. The magnetic field value of Bµ = 1.7 µG and the starlight

normalization are both suppressed in the fit. We also considered higher magnetic

fields and renormalized the synchrotron emission to match the radio data. This

suppresses the IC gamma-ray emission, requiring that we account for the Fermi

data separately which was done in the multi-component model. We then compared

the power injection into CRe implied by our model with the expected range of

power injection due to SNe. We saw that even by increasing the magnetic field in

order to lower the normalization constant NCRe, the power injection implied by

our models was well above the expected output from astrophysical sources such

as PWNe and SNe.
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In the case where we considered contributions from only secondary cosmic rays

of hadronic origin, we were unable to find a good fit to both the radio and gamma-

ray data simultaneously. Rather, we assumed that the gamma rays were purely

from the neutral pion decay and found a CRp distribution index of αp = 2.66,

consistent with previous results for π0 gamma-ray studies, along with a CRp

distribution coefficient of NCRp = 8.89×10−8 GeV−1 cm−3. With this arrangement

we then manually selected the magnetic field and starlight energy density, and

found that for a variety of field strengths the calculated flux remains below the

radio data, and even for a higher selected value of NSL = 5× 10−12 there was no

conflict between the IC emission and the gamma-ray data. We again compared

the power injection into CRp from SNe with the implied power output of our

models, and found that the CRp injection is also greater than the estimated SNe

output.

Finally, we consider a combined “multi-component model” that incorporates

the contributions from both the primary CRe as well as the secondary CRe of

hadronic origin. Although here the power budget concerns remained due to min-

imal variation in the best fit normalization constants, this scenario gives the best

overall fit to the data, while still providing similar parameter values as in the

primary-only and secondary-only cases. We found the best-fit αe = 2.04 and

αp = 2.75, both similar to the values discussed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 re-

spectively, while the best-fit magnetic field was found to be Bµ = 4.8 µG and

Ecut was 1658 GeV. Additionally, the multi-component model offers a large degree

of flexibility in the parameter choices, as evidenced by good fits for a range of

multiple magnetic fields values and Ecut on the order of a few TeV, as well as

for higher NSL values in accordance with the observed stellar luminosity in the

central region of M31. In our final power comparison we saw similar results as
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in the primary-only and secondary-only scenarios. That is, both the implied CRe

and CRp power in our models were greater than the estimated power output from

astrophysical sources, and this held at a wide range of magnetic fields values.

This suggests that although the spectra can be fit well with a multi-component

model, the input power needed for the cosmic-ray sources is consistently more

than an order of magnitude above what is expected from supernova as galactic

cosmic-ray accelerators. Furthermore, as mentioned in the introduction and dis-

cussed more thoroughly in the original detection paper [10] and subsequent Fermi

M31 studies [133, 151], the gamma-ray emission does not appear to correlate with

star-formation or gas-rich regions. CRp produced at larger radii that then diffuse

into the emission region may contribute to the observed signal, although this does

not address the lack of gas for the CRp to interact with in the interior regions

of the galaxy. Another possibility is that the CRp are remnants from a previous

period of higher star-formation. However, the stellar population of the bulge is

dominated by stars with ages & 4 − 12 Gyr [248, 275, 126], compared to a CRp

escape time of ∼ 10 − 100 Myr, which suggests that the majority of CRp would

have likely left the system in the time since this higher star-formation activity

in M31. This morphological point along with the power discrepancy combine to

disfavour a purely CR explanation, particularly one that relies on π0 gamma-rays

from CRp to explain the observed gamma-ray emission.
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Chapter 5

X-Ray Shapes of Elliptical

Galaxies and Implications for

Self-Interacting Dark Matter

5.1 Introduction

The cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm has been immensely successful in ex-

plaining many aspects of the universe and is particularly strong at describing

large-scale structure [286]. This has naturally led to CDM as the benchmark

for dark matter (DM) studies and the most extensively investigated class of DM

candidates. However, the lack of indirect or direct observational evidence of col-

lisionless cold dark matter (e.g. WIMPs), along with purported shortcomings of

CDM at small scales has led to interest in alternative DM frameworks. In re-

gards to the latter point, challenges at small scales such as the missing satellites

[197, 234], “Too-Big-To Fail” [62, 63], and core-cusp [148, 233, 192] problems are

troubling for the CDM paradigm. Solutions to these problems based on bary-
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onic effects alone have been explored [67, 243, 168, 19], however it is not clear

that these effects are sufficient to account for the discrepancies between obser-

vations and simulations. An intriguing solution to these problems is to consider

self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) that is not fully collisionless.

N-body simulations as well as analytical arguments suggest that DM self-

interactions can have observable effects on the macroscopic properties of halos

that can address some of the problems that arise in a collisionless CDM scenario.

Particularly, self-interactions can flatten the centrally peaked cusps in the inner

regions of galaxies and are capable of disrupting the development of the dense

satellite galaxies expected from simulations that are at the crux of the core-cusp

and TBTF problems [318, 254, 137]. SIDM is also predicted to affect the shapes of

DM halos through isotropized particle scattering [254, 284, 115], producing more

spheroidal halos than seen in CDM. These predictions for the macroscopic effects

of SIDM provide an opportunity to probe the microscopic properties of the DM

interaction. Specifically, the figure of merit for SIDM is the ratio of the collisional

cross-section to the DM mass σ/m. In order to alleviate the small-scale challenges

discussed above, several groups have found that the necessary interaction strength

is roughly σ/m ≈ 0.5− 10 cm2/g [318, 254, 137, 284, 115, 72].

However, studies of the predicted effects of SIDM in comparison with ob-

servations have been performed that place constraints on the interaction cross

section. These observational probes include cluster lensing [231, 254, 20], mergers

[262, 214], and X-ray ellipticities [81]. While early constraints on SIDM in clusters

suggested low cross section values of σ/m . 0.02 cm2/g [231], subsequent higher

resolution simulations indicated that these limits were overly optimistic and that

cross sections of σ/m . 1 cm2/g are consistent with simulations across a variety of

mass scales [268, 254]. Furthermore, observations at a wide range of halo masses
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indicate that a velocity dependent cross-section is needed in order to alleviate

small-scale issues while also abiding by cluster constraints [193], thus providing

compelling motivation for studies at a range of halo mass scales. Specifically, the

interaction cross-section must decrease with larger relative velocity (e.g in clus-

ters). This can naturally be achieved in SIDM models wherein the interactions

are governed by a Yukawa potential [142, 208, 71, 312, 311].

An interesting class of targets for SIDM studies is elliptical galaxies with halo

masses of order ∼ 1012 − 1013M�. In particular, elliptical galaxies are interesting

to DM studies in part because the interstellar X-ray emitting gas fills the gravita-

tional potential, acting as a tracer of the underlying gravitational potential well

beyond the regime of stellar dynamics [79]. However, this relies on the assump-

tion that the gas is in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium with the potential. If the

elliptical galaxies in question can reasonably be treated as being in hydrostatic

equilibrium, the gas traces the gravitating potential, and determination of shape of

the the X-ray gas allows for probes of the DM dominated mass distribution. Thus,

by observing the X-ray shapes of elliptical galaxies, the shape of the DM halo can

be inferred and compared with predictions of CDM and SIDM halos shapes from

simulations. This “X-ray Shape Theorem” first was developed by [48] and has

been applied to studies of elliptical galaxies and clusters [74, 75, 77, 78, 81].

Applying this method to the NGC 720 elliptical galaxy using Chandra X-

ray data, Ref. [81] determined the ellipticity of the DM halo was roughly ε ≈

0.35 − 0.4. Simulations for cross-sections of σ/m = 0, 0.1, 1 cm2/g showed that

the NGC 720 ellipticity was consistent with interaction cross-section ∼ 0.1 cm2/g

as well as with CDM (σ/m = 0 cm2/g) [254]. While these results presented

convincing evidence that σ/m = 1 cm2/g was incompatible with the NGC 720

observation, strong assertions for lower cross-sections are difficult to make given
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the singular observation and significant scatter in the ellipticities of the simulated

halos. Expanding on the NGC 720 results by performing a shape analysis of an

ensemble of elliptical galaxies can potentially lead to more concrete statements.

Still, the results of the X-ray ellipticity measurements of NGC 720 have been useful

in applications to a wide range of DM models including hidden sector hydrogen

[113], dissipative and “double-disk” dark matter [139], charged DM [222, 141, 12],

as well as alternative gravity theories for DM phenomena such as MOND [230].

By analyzing a sample of elliptical galaxies while leveraging the capabilities of the

Chandra and XMM telescopes, we aim to build upon the previous X-ray shape

measurements and provide data on the ellipticities of M ∼ 1012 − 1013M� mass

DM halos that will impact future studies of SIDM models.

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 we describe the cal-

culations needed to relate the mass distribution to the X-ray ellipticities, including

discussion of the hydrostatic equilibrium condition. In section 5.3 we present the

criteria for galaxy sample selection and describe the Chandra and XMM data

reduction procedures. We describe the analysis of the processed data including

the ellipticities and surface brightness profile calculations and fitting procedures

in section 5.4. We present the results of these procedures in section 5.5 and dis-

cuss the implications of them for the DM self-interaction cross-section. Finally

we present conclusions in section 5.6.
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5.2 X-ray Emissivity as a Tracer of the Mass

Distribution

5.2.1 Gravitational Potential of an Ellipsoidal Mass Dis-

tribution

For this study we use the “X-ray Shape Theorem” [48, 74, 75, 77, 78, 75, 81]

in order to determine the shape of the gravitating mass through observations of

the X-ray emitting gas. This approach relies on the assumption that the gas is

in hydrostatic equilibrium and therefore traces the gravitational potential. Thus,

it is necessary that we are able to determine the gravitational potential produced

by the total mass distribution. The gravitational potential for an ellipsoidal mass

distribution, ρ(a), is given by the expression [47, 80]

Φ(a) = −πGpq
∫ ∞

0

ψ (a2(τ,x)) dτ√
(τ + 1)(τ + p2)(τ + q2)

(5.1)

where,

a(τ,x)2 = x2

τ + 1 + y2

τ + p2 + z2

τ + q2 (5.2)

and

ψ
(
a2(τ,x)

)
=
∫ ∞
a2(τ,x)

ρ(ã2)dã2. (5.3)

The elliptical radius a is defined as

a2 = x2 + y2

p2 + z2

q2 . (5.4)

In this notation, the principal axes a, b, and c are aligned along the x, y, and z

axes respectively with the values p = b/a and q = c/a being the axis ratios. The

ellipticity is defined as ε = 1− p = 1− b/a. As we are interested in the flattening
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of the halo profile, we consider the two cases of oblate and prolate spheroids

defined by q = p (oblate) and q = 1 (prolate) with the axis of symmetry along

the line of sight. This in effect brackets the range of projected ellipticities of a

triaxial ellipsoid. We take into consideration the following three mass distribution

densities in our analysis: (i) a Navarro-Frenck-White (NFW) profile [241], (ii) a

Hernquist profile [172], and (iii) a pseudo-isothermal profile (pIso). Explicitly,

these are of the form

NFW: ρ ∝ 1
a(as + a)2 (5.5)

Hernquist: ρ ∝ 1
a(as + a)3 (5.6)

pIso: ρ ∝ 1
(a2
s + a2) (5.7)

where as is the scale radius.

5.2.2 Hydrostatic Equilibrium – Gas Density and X-ray

Emissivity

The isolated, relaxed elliptical galaxies are assumed to be in a state of hydro-

static equilibrium so that we may treat the X-ray gas as a tracer of the potential.

This is expressed as a balance of the forces from internal gas pressure and gravi-

tation given by the relation:

∇Pgas = −ρgas∇Φ (5.8)

Where Pgas is the pressure of the gas, ρgas is the gas mass density and Φ is the total

gravitational potential. Taking the curl of both sides yields (∇ρgas) × (∇Φ) =
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0, implying that surfaces of constant gas density are also surfaces of constant

gravitational potential. For approximately isothermal gas distributions, the X-ray

emissivity (jX) is related to the gas density as jX ∝ ρ2
gas [75, 77]. Since surfaces

of constant ρgas are isopotential surfaces, it is also true that surfaces of constant

ρ2
gas, and consequently, surfaces of constant jX are isopotential surfaces as well

[48, 74, 77, 78, 75, 81]. In practice, what we observe is not the 3-D emissivity

itself, but rather the X-ray surface brightness, ΣX , which is the 2-D projection of

the emissivity along the line of sight and is given in terms of the gas density by

the relation:

ΣX ∝
∫
los
jX ∝

∫
los
ρ2
gas. (5.9)

For an isothermal gas equation 5.8 can be solved for the the gas density [47, 75]:

ρgas(a) = ρgas, 0 exp
[
−µm|Φ0|

kbT

(
1− Φ(a)

Φ0

)]
(5.10)

We express this in a more compact manner as

ρ̃gas(a) = exp
[
−Γ

(
1− Φ̃(a)

)]
(5.11)

Where the tildes denote the dimensionless form for the expression normalized at

the galaxy center and Γ = µm|Φ0|/kbT .

Once a model for the mass distribution (Eqs. 5.5-5.7) has been chosen, the

parameters of interest in modeling the X-ray emission of a galaxy are as, Γ, and ε,

along with an appropriate normalization of the surface brightness. In each panel

of figures 5.1 and 5.2 we show the the individual effects of varying each of these

parameters on the surface brightness profiles and ellipticity profiles respectively.

For illustrative purposes only we adopt base parameter values of as = 30′′ , Γ = 5,
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and ε = 0.4 and assume an NFW profile. While the surface brightness profile

unsurprisingly has a strong dependence on as and Γ, the effects of varying the

ellipticity of the halo are less pronounced. In the X-ray ellipticity profile, the as

and Γ parameters have almost no discernible effects aside from a slight decrease

in observed εX at the lowest values (as ∼ 20”, Γ ∼ 4). Naturally, the ellipticity

of the matter distribution used in the model has a major impact on the X-ray

ellipticity profile. In addition, for more elliptical mass distributions the X-ray

profile also tends to exhibit a radial dependence.

Figure 5.1: Normalized surface brightness profiles for a fiducial NFW galaxy
with as = 30′′ , Γ = 5, and ε = 0.4 while varying as (left), Γ (middle), and ε
(right).

Figure 5.2: Ellipticity profiles for a fiducial NFW galaxy with as = 30′′ , Γ = 5,
and ε = 0.4 while varying as (left), Γ (middle), and ε (right).
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5.3 Galaxy Sample and Data Reduction

5.3.1 Galaxy Selection

The selection of galaxies used in this analysis is guided by a few conditions

that justify the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. We focus our attention

on relaxed, isolated elliptical galaxies. Thus, we seek candidates that exhibit

regular, circular or elliptical X-ray morphologies as expected for a suitably relaxed

galaxy [184, 79]. In particular, we avoid galaxies with bright central AGN or

significant AGN feedback. The elliptical galaxy NGC 4374 (M84) [94] provides

an example case where this relaxation condition does not hold due to significant

disruption of the X-ray gas from AGN feedback. The isolation criteria include

(i) no close neighbors, (ii) no signs of interaction, and (iii) no evidence for a

recent merger. Additionally, since the stellar mass dominates the overall mass

distribution in the central regions, we seek galaxies for which existing observational

data extends far beyond the effective stellar radius. This is necessary in order

to probe the underlying mass distribution in the outer regions where the dark

matter component is the dominant contribution to the gravitational potential.

The galaxies that fit these criteria and are used in this analysis are listed in 5.1

along with some basic properties including their distance and K-Band effective

radius taken from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) Extended Source

Catalog (XSC) [181].
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Galaxy Dist. (Mpc) ”/kpc re (kpc)

IC4451 55.8 [287] 0.27 4.07

IC4956 70.1 [304] 0.34 4.59

NGC1521 69.5 [313] 0.34 5.53

NGC4125 24.0 [313] 0.12 3.65

NGC4555 110 [277] 0.53 5.97

NGC57 70.1 [304] 0.34 4.98

NGC6482 59.2 [210] 0.29 3.47

NGC7785 48.4 [304] 0.23 4.05

NGC7796 51.3 [313] 0.25 4.03

NGC953 66.3 [112] 0.32 2.91

NGC720 25.7 [306] 0.12 3.14

Table 5.1: Sample of galaxies used in this analysis. References for the distances
are provided. The effective radius re is the K-band effective radius taken from the
2MASS XSC catalog [181].
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XMM Chandra

MOS1 + MOS2

Galaxy ObsID Exp1+2 (ks) ObsID Exp. (ks)

IC4451
0503480501 4.26 + 6.02 13808 25.05

0673080101 66.04 + 66.58 – –

IC4956
0503480801 0.96 + 3.38 – –

0693190401 81.44 + 86.74 – –

NGC1521 0552510101 98.15 + 100.82 10539 40.79

NGC4125 0141570201 98.15 + 100.82 2071 54.76

NGC4555 0403100101 62.64 + 62.26 1884 24.44

NGC57 0202190201 21.17 + 21.23 10547 8.69

NGC6482

0304160401 7.92 + 7.9 3218 18.94

0304160801 5.21 + 5.39 19584 23.50

– – 19585 17.00

– – 20850 17.97

– – 20857 20.00

– – 20978 17.97

– – 20979 8.44

– – 20980 67.77

Table 5.2: Sample of galaxies and their corresponding ObsIDs and cleaned expo-
sure times from XMM and Chandra (see section 5.3.2 for details). For the XMM
exposure time, we show the individual cleaned exposure for each of the MOS1 and
MOS2 EPIC cameras.
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XMM Chandra

MOS1 + MOS2

Galaxy ObsID Exp1+2 (ks) ObsID Exp. (ks)

NGC7785 0206060101 16.5 + 17.08 – –

NGC7796
0693190101 47.64 + 56.74 7401 16.91

– – 7061 44.20

NGC953
0722360201 69.49 + 75.84 11262 5.92

0762220101 95.55 + 95.04 14899 37.03

NGC720 602010101 81.76 + 81.71 492 21.69

Table 5.3: (Cont.) Sample of galaxies and their corresponding ObsIDs and
cleaned exposure times from XMM and Chandra (see section 5.3.2 for details).
For the XMM exposure time, we show the individual cleaned exposure for each of
the MOS1 and MOS2 EPIC cameras.
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5.3.2 Observations and Data Reduction

XMM-Newton

Each galaxy in our sample has at least one observation with the XMM-Newton

telescope. We use archival data from the EPIC MOS1 and MOS2 cameras in the

soft X-ray energy band 0.5− 2 keV. The processing of the data is performed with

the Science Analysis Software (SAS1 v16.1.0) and the Extended Source Analysis

Software (ESAS) [281] following the steps outlined in the ESAS Cookbook2 for

diffuse emission. Specifically, we run the emchain program to prepare the events

list products for use with the ESAS tasks. The mos-filter routine (which in turn

calls the SAS routine espfilt) is used to remove periods of high background and

determine the good time intervals (GTI). Light curves for each observation and

MOS camera were inspected manually to ensure quality and observations that were

not adequate (see e.g. the examples in the ESAS cookbook) are not included in

this work. Nearly all observations exhibited some periods of high background that

were subsequently removed. The remaining clean exposure times can be found

in table 5.3. Images and exposure maps are then created for each observation

and MOS camera using the mos-spectra routine and then combined. During the

ESAS processing, images are binned to pixel sizes of ∼ 2.5′′ × 2.5′′.

Chandra

For nine out of the 11 galaxies in our sample there exists archival Chandra

data that is suitable for this analysis. We restrict our analysis to the ACIS S3

chip and again consider the 0.5−2 keV energy band. The data are processed with
1"Users Guide to the XMM-Newton Science Analysis System", Issue 15.0, 2019 (ESA: XMM-

Newton SOC).
2https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xmm/esas/cookbook/xmm-esas.html
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the CIAO 4.113 [152] software along with the corresponding Chandra calibration

database (CALDB) v4.8.2 following the standard procedure for Chandra data.

The Chandra data are binned into pixels of size ∼ 1”×1”. For flare removal we

use the lc_clean routine with default parameters and again manually inspect the

light curves before proceeding. The remaining cleaned exposure times are shown

for each ObsID in 5.3.

Point Source Removal

Since we are interested in the extended diffuse emission of the galaxies, it is

necessary to remove bright point sources. Further, simply removing or masking

the point sources is insufficient as the empty source regions in the image can sig-

nificantly affect the ellipticity measurements. We therefore need to both identify

the point sources and reasonably model the true diffuse emission in their place.

For the identification of the point sources we use the wavdetect CIAO routine

which provides a wavelet function source detection method. We supply this rou-

tine with the psf map built by running fluximage (and thus, mkpsfmap) for the

Chandra data. In the XMM data we use a psfmap with a constant size of 5”. The

exposure maps created by fluximage and mos-spectra are used for the Chandra

and XMM images, respectively. Identified source regions were then removed and

filled using the CIAO dmfilth task which takes as input source and background

regions produced by the roi routine. When running dmfilth we use the POISSON

method, which replaces the source region by sampling from the Poisson distribu-

tion whose mean is that of the pixel values in the background region. In figure 5.3

we show example Chandra and XMM images of NGC 6482 before source detec-

tion, after source detection and replacement, as well as an image smoothed using

the CIAO task csmooth.
3https://cxc.cfa.harvard.edu/ciao/
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5.4 X-ray Ellipticity and Brightness Profiles

The ellipticities of the X-ray images for each galaxy in our data set are calcu-

lated using the image moments method as outlined in [309, 225, 75, 81, 92] which

we briefly review. We begin by finding the centroid of a circular aperture at the

desired semi-major radius a. The centroid of the radius is then calculated from

the first order moment and the aperture shifted to that point. This process is

repeated until the centroid shift changes less than some tolerance (roughly ∼ 1

pixel). With the centroid found, we again start with a circular aperture of ra-

dius a, and calculate the second order image moments. These are effectively the

elements of the inertia tensor of the image within the aperture, and allow the

determination of the ellipticity within the aperture and orientation angle of the

semi-major axis [309, 225, 75, 92]. This process is performed iteratively until the

measured ellipticities and orientations converge. For the error estimation of the

ellipticity profile, we follow the procedure of [81] and use a Monte Carlo approach.

The pixel counts are assumed to follow Poisson statistics, so we create a simulated

image by sampling the pixel values from a Poisson distribution with the original

pixel count as the mean. We then calculate the ellipticity for each radii a as in

the case of the original data image, repeating this for 100 instances. The standard

deviation of the samples generated through this process is taken to be the 1σ error

of our ellipticity.

In addition to the ellipticity radial profile, we also require the radial surface

brightness profile in order to characterize the shape of the gravitating mass distri-

bution. This is calculated by adding the counts within several annuli and dividing

by the area of each annulus. Errors are calculated assuming Gaussian statistics

(i.e. σi ∼
√
Ni for Ni counts in annulus i) based on the lowest counts per bin in

our samples being on the order of & 100.
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To perform the fitting procedure we begin by generating a model image for

each assumed mass distribution and either prolate or oblate configuration based on

the calculations in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The ellipticity and surface brightness

profiles are calculated for the model image and a χ2 statistic is used to determine

the fit to the data. We then minimize the χ2 statistic with as, Γ, and ε as free

parameters using a Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm [244, 258] with a dimension

dependent implementation of the expansion, contraction, and shrink parameters

[157].

During this process, we treat the background modeling in a slightly different

manner for the ellipticity and brightness profiles. The constant background model

is estimated from the flattening of the brightness profile at large radii. This

is illustrated in figure 5.4. For the ellipticity measurements, we subtract this

background from the data and fit to the model generated profiles.

However, for the surface brightness profiles there can be odd behavior at the

larger radius bins if the profile is calculated from the background subtracted image

due to over subtraction. Essentially, some annular bins may have average counts

per pixel slightly less than the background model. To avoid these problems we

model the background simultaneously with the calculated model image rather

than subtracting from the data. For the ellipticity profiles, over subtracting the

observed counts is not an issue due to the elliptical aperture that contains the

bright central regions and ensures that the average counts per pixel are greater

than the background model.

5.5 Results

In figures 5.5 and 5.6 we show the best fit profiles for an NFW oblate mass

configuration overlaid on the data for each galaxy. Figure 5.7 shows the best-fit
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profiles for each configuration overlaid on the IC 4956 XMM data. The best-

fit results for the XMM and Chandra data are summarized in tables 5.5 and

5.7 respectively, along with the reduced χ2 values. In each case there are 37 total

degrees of freedom. In most cases, the χ2 statistic does not provide a quantitatively

“good” fit to the data. In the case of the surface brightness profile this can at

least partially be attributed to small error bars that amplify the χ2 value despite

what appears to be a fairly strong qualitative agreement between the data and

the model. This is similar to what was found in the study of NGC 720 from Ref.

[81]. However, it is clear from looking at figure 5.5 that a large contributor to the

χ2 is that the data for several of the galaxies does not follow the relatively flat

ellipticity profiles of the model. This is not too surprising, since in this analysis

we are assuming either prolate or oblate spheroidal mass-distributions with a

constant ellipticity. More realistically, many of these galaxies are likely to be

better represented by a triaxial distribution. They would therefore be expected

to exhibit an isophotal “twist” and variations in their X-ray ellipticity profile

[76, 269]. Rotating cooling flows may also alter the X-ray isophotes and contribute

to variations in the radial profiles [76]. Nevertheless, since we have used the prolate

and oblate configurations as a way to bracket the triaxial case we treat the results

as relatively representative of the underlying mass distribution, though keeping

in mind the potential need for more sophisticated modeling of the halo shape and

possible astrophysical activity.

Another point of note is the radial range chosen for the fitting procedure. In

our basic approach the minimum of the range was chosen to be 10 pixels for stabil-

ity of the iterative moment method when calculating the ellipticity. The maximum

radial limit was taken to be the point at which the emission region became back-

ground dominated (see figure 5.4) or the chip edge was reached. However, there
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are good reasons to restrict this range from both ends on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis.

In the inner regions, the stellar component contributes significantly to the overall

mass distribution. For some of the galaxies in our sample, previous studies have

been able to model the mass distribution to give a detailed description of how

the mass profile and its constituent components change with radius (for example,

see [226, 73, 183, 185, 250, 184]). In cases for which the full mass modeling has

not been performed, it can be roughly assumed that the stellar mass has a non-

negligible contribution within the effective radius re [65, 159]. In choosing a more

restrictive minimum radius these characteristics of the galaxies should be kept in

mind.

At larger radii, it is less clear that there is a natural maximum limit smaller

than the background limit. In the NGC 720 study from Ref. [81], the upper

radial limit ∼ 150′′ was chosen because of strange behavior observed at larger

radii wherein the profile diverged from the values at smaller radii. Applying this

to our sample there are potentially six galaxies (IC 4451, NGC 1521, NGC 57,

NGC 6482, NGC 953, NGC 720) that exhibit this behavior to some extent for at

least one of the observations. The origin of this divergence is unclear, although one

physically motivated possibility is that the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium

does not accurately apply at these radii.

However, Ref. [81] also points out that for their observation the region & 150′′

is near the CCD edge which may be causing the strange behavior, and that ob-

servations with a wider field of view such as XMM could give insight into whether

this is an observational or physical effect. In some of our galaxies, we find that

in these large radius regimes the Chandra data exhibits this behavior to a much

greater degree and diverges from the XMM profile. For example, the Chandra el-

lipticity diverges from the XMM values for NGC 6482, NGC 1521, and NGC 720
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at a & 40, 20, 18 kpc respectively (note that for NGC 720, 18 kpc ≈ 150′′). This

suggests the strange behavior at large radii is likely due to observational effects

rather than a failure of hydrostatic equilibrium, and furthermore that removing

regions at large radii exhibiting this behavior could improve the accuracy of the

fits.

Fits to the data were fairly consistent across the various mass configurations for

a given galaxy. The slope parameter Γ varies from galaxy to galaxy ranging from∼

6−9 but is otherwise roughly consistent across mass configurations. An interesting

note is that the scale radius as in the pIso models is almost always considerably

smaller than for the NFW or Hernquist profiles. As the scale radius characterizes

the core in the pIso profile, this seems to suggest that the X-ray emission prefers a

small-core, nearly isothermal ρ ∝ a−2 profile. In figure 5.8 we show the ellipticities

for each galaxy and mass distribution configuration. For comparison, we also

show the ellipticity for NGC 720 determined in [81] as horizontal colored lines.

In general, their measured ellipticity falls comfortably within the range of the

measured ellipticities of our ensemble. The values found in our analysis for NGC

720 tend to be slightly lower, although this could potentially be due to exposure

corrections (see section 2 of [81]) or calibration effects. In addition, there does

not appear to be any significant relationship between the ellipticity and the mass

configuration for a given galaxy (e.g. NFW halos do not consistently result in the

lowest ellipticities) .
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XMM

Prolate Oblate

Galaxy Profile as (”) Γ ε χ2
red as (”) Γ ε χ2

red

IC4451

NFW 61.0 7.8 0.34 8.3 24.5 7.9 0.35 8.2

Hernq. 126.2 7.0 0.31 9.8 45.8 6.8 0.34 9.6

pIso 10.2 6.6 0.32 10.2 4.8 7.4 0.26 14.1

IC4956

NFW 40.7 8.4 0.17 0.9 15.8 8.4 0.19 0.9

Hernq. 85.0 7.8 0.16 1.0 34.2 7.8 0.16 1.1

pIso 6.1 7.0 0.15 0.9 2.4 7.4 0.12 1.2

NGC1521

NFW 56.9 7.9 0.43 13.1 21.7 8.0 0.44 12.7

Hernq. 104.6 6.8 0.44 14.3 40.8 6.9 0.46 13.7

pIso 8.7 6.6 0.42 14.0 2.7 6.9 0.49 13.6

NGC4125

NFW 77.0 7.4 0.48 1.3 29.0 7.6 0.5 1.2

Hernq. 123.9 6.2 0.48 1.3 49.6 6.3 0.51 1.3

pIso 11.2 6.2 0.48 1.3 4.2 6.3 0.52 1.2

NGC4555

NFW 24.2 6.9 0.28 5.2 8.0 6.9 0.28 4.9

Hernq. 58.2 6.2 0.36 7.6 19.5 6.2 0.32 7.0

pIso 1.8 7.6 0.27 2.3 0.6 7.7 0.31 2.2

Table 5.4: Results of the best-fitting parameters for the XMM data. We show
the results for both the prolate and oblate configurations for each mass profile.
The reduced-χ2 is also provided and all fits have 37 degrees of freedom.
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XMM

Prolate Oblate

Galaxy Profile as (”) Γ ε χ2
red as (”) Γ ε χ2

red

NGC6482

NFW 46.3 8.0 0.21 7.9 16.6 7.9 0.23 7.8

Hernq. 102.9 7.2 0.22 10.6 40.0 7.2 0.26 11.0

pIso 5.6 7.6 0.2 6.6 2.2 7.6 0.23 6.4

NGC7785

NFW 52.0 7.6 0.23 4.4 20.6 7.8 0.25 4.2

Hernq. 194.4 9.8 0.17 2.0 47.9 7.5 0.18 3.1

pIso 29.8 9.7 0.16 1.2 7.3 7.8 0.21 1.8

NGC7796

NFW 47.9 7.3 0.45 3.0 22.9 8.0 0.43 3.6

Hernq. 107.4 6.7 0.42 3.6 40.9 6.6 0.44 3.6

pIso 4.8 6.6 0.42 2.7 5.9 7.6 0.32 7.4

NGC953

NFW 36.8 8.2 0.27 3.2 11.3 7.7 0.24 2.9

Hernq. 73.4 7.6 0.22 3.9 28.0 7.6 0.29 4.0

pIso 3.8 7.4 0.25 2.9 1.4 7.4 0.24 2.8

NGC720

NFW 79.1 7.6 0.34 8.9 30.7 7.6 0.35 8.4

Hernq. 126.7 6.4 0.26 12.2 60.0 6.7 0.33 9.5

pIso 13.2 6.5 0.3 10.7 4.6 6.6 0.34 9.9

Table 5.5: Results of the best-fitting parameters for the XMM data. We show
the results for both the prolate and oblate configurations for each mass profile.
The reduced-χ2 is also provided and all fits have 37 degrees of freedom.
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Chandra

Prolate Oblate

Galaxy Profile as (”) Γ ε χ2
red as (”) Γ ε χ2

red

IC4451

NFW 24.0 7.8 0.34 8.3 24.5 7.9 0.35 8.2

Hernq. 49.7 7.0 0.31 9.8 45.8 6.8 0.34 9.6

pIso 4.0 6.6 0.32 10.2 4.8 7.4 0.26 14.1

NGC1521

NFW 22.4 7.9 0.43 13.1 21.7 8.0 0.44 12.7

Hernq. 41.2 6.8 0.44 14.3 40.8 6.9 0.46 13.7

pIso 3.4 6.6 0.42 14.0 2.7 6.9 0.49 13.6

NGC4125

NFW 30.3 7.4 0.48 1.3 29.0 7.6 0.5 1.2

Hernq. 48.8 6.2 0.48 1.3 49.6 6.3 0.51 1.3

pIso 4.4 6.2 0.48 1.3 4.2 6.3 0.52 1.2

NGC4555

NFW 9.5 6.9 0.28 5.2 8.0 6.9 0.28 4.9

Hernq. 22.9 6.2 0.36 7.6 19.5 6.2 0.32 7.0

pIso 0.7 7.6 0.27 2.3 0.6 7.7 0.31 2.2

NGC57

NFW 10.1 8.5 0.2 1.0 10.0 8.4 0.21 0.9

Hernq. 22.6 7.8 0.2 1.2 22.0 7.6 0.22 1.2

pIso 1.5 8.0 0.2 1.0 1.3 7.7 0.27 1.3

Table 5.6: Results of the best-fitting parameters for the Chandra data. We show
the results for both the prolate and oblate configurations for each mass profile.
The reduced-χ2 is also provided and all fits have 37 degrees of freedom.
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Chandra

Prolate Oblate

Galaxy Profile as (”) Γ ε χ2
red as (”) Γ ε χ2

red

NGC6482

NFW 18.2 8.0 0.21 7.9 16.6 7.9 0.23 7.8

Hernq. 40.5 7.2 0.22 10.6 40.0 7.2 0.26 11.0

pIso 2.2 7.6 0.2 6.6 2.2 7.6 0.23 6.4

NGC7796

NFW 18.9 7.3 0.45 3.0 22.9 8.0 0.43 3.6

Hernq. 42.3 6.7 0.42 3.6 40.9 6.6 0.44 3.6

pIso 1.9 6.6 0.42 2.7 5.9 7.6 0.32 7.4

NGC953

NFW 14.5 8.2 0.27 3.2 11.3 7.7 0.24 2.9

Hernq. 28.9 7.6 0.22 3.9 28.0 7.6 0.29 4.0

pIso 1.5 7.4 0.25 2.9 1.4 7.4 0.24 2.8

NGC720

NFW 31.1 7.6 0.34 8.9 30.7 7.6 0.35 8.4

Hernq. 49.9 6.4 0.26 12.2 60.0 6.7 0.33 9.5

pIso 5.2 6.5 0.3 10.7 4.6 6.6 0.34 9.9

Table 5.7: (Cont.) Results of the best-fitting parameters for the Chandra data.
We show the results for both the prolate and oblate configurations for each mass
profile. The reduced-χ2 is also provided and all fits have 37 degrees of freedom.
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5.5.1 Implications for the Cross-section of Dark Matter

Interactions

In line with early analytic arguments concerning SIDM [284], simulations have

demonstrated that the DM self-interactions produce halos with greater sphericity

than in CDM [254, 115]. In Ref. [254], DM halos were simulated for cross-

sections of σ/m = 0 cm2/g (CDM), 0.1 cm2/g, and 1 cm2/g. These simulations

were originally motivated by the results of the NGC 720 study [81], and therefore

use halos models based on NGC 720 with a mass range of (3 − 10) × 1012M�

and ellipticities calculated within 8.5 kpc < r < 14 kpc (roughly corresponding

to 2.7re < r < 4.5re based on the effective radius given in table 5.1). The

resulting ellipticities of the simulated halos were then compared with the observed

ellipticities of NGC 720 [81]. It was found that the NGC 720 DM halo ellipticity

(ε ≈ 0.35 − 0.4) was consistent with both the CDM and 0.1 cm2/g interaction

regimes (cf. Figure 8 of [254]). However the distribution in ellipticity of the

simulated halos exhibited considerable scatter, making concrete conclusions based

on the one observed galaxy difficult. With the supplement provided in this analysis

we can consider a similar comparison, though now with a sample of galaxies

rather than the singular case of NGC 720 from Ref. [81]. In figure 5.9 we show

the normalized distribution of halo ellipticities of our sample for an NFW profile

overlaid with the results of the simulations from [254]. Here it can be seen the halo

ellipticities of our sample are consistent with some non-negligible DM interactions.

Particularly for the Chandra data, the distribution of ellipticities is in strong

agreement with σ/m = 0.1 cm2/g, and the Buote et. al. (2002) [81] analysis

of NGC 720 aligns close to the peak of the distribution. The ellipticities taken

from the XMM data tend toward lower ellipticities, though also having more

greater spread and essentially overlapping to some degree the histogram for each
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interaction strength. This may to some extent be attributable to the larger PSF of

XMM producing a somewhat more “smoothed” image compared to the Chandra

data, although further investigation would be needed to determine whether this

is a meaningful effect. The sample of measured ellipticities can be applied to

comparisons between additional existing and future halo simulations, as well as

for placing direct constraints on SIDM models.

5.6 Conclusions

In this analysis we have studied a sample of isolated elliptical galaxies as a

probe of the dark matter halo shape. Using data from the XMM-Newton and

Chandra telescopes we analyzed the X-ray surface brightness and ellipticity pro-

files of 11 elliptical galaxies. By selecting galaxies that meet the criteria of being

relaxed, isolated, and approximately isothermal, we made the assumption that

these galaxies were in hydrostatic equilibrium with the gravitational potential.

Under this assumption we showed the relation between the shape of the 3D mat-

ter distribution and the 2D projected X-ray image, which allowed us to model the

3D matter distribution and fit to the data, thereby determining the underlying

shape for the assumed matter distribution.

We considered three separate spheroidal mass distributions including an NFW,

Hernquist, and pseudo-isothermal profile. Additionally, we considered both pro-

late and oblate configurations for each profile, effectively bracketing the range of

triaxial models. The best fitting ellipticities did not appear to have a significant

relation to the profile.

For most of the galaxies in the sample the ellipticities fell roughly within the

range of ε ≈ 0.2 − 0.5. Comparing the measured ellipticities with simulations of

DM halos that have varying degrees of self-interactions shows consistency with
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interaction cross-sections of σ/m = 0.1 cm2/g. However, the simulations of Ref.

[254] used for this comparison reported significant scatter. This is also apparent in

our observational results, and the ellipticity distribution also overlaps significantly

with the distribution for CDM halos. We note that these findings are highly

consistent with the comparison between the simulations and the ellipticity analysis

of NGC 720 performed in Ref. [81].

In section 5.5 we discuss how the choice of radial range over which the elliptic-

ity fitting procedure was performed could be modified, noting that there may be

a better motivated range to fit. Specifically, we note that the inner regions likely

have non-negligible influence from stellar components of the mass and that these

regions are also more susceptible to point source removal and replacement. At

larger radii we discuss that there are effects that appear to be largely instrumen-

tal, and that removing the large radii regimes is appropriate. Also, the comparison

with simulations is more applicable when similar radial regimes are being com-

pared. In future aspects of this work we plan to implement a more selective and

well-motivated fit range.

While the work of Ref. [81] and subsequent studies have shown that X-ray

shapes of elliptical galaxies can have powerful constraining ability on SIDM, the

results presented now allow for a comparison using a statistical meaningful sample.

For specific models, direct constraints can be determined (see for example [222,

141, 12]), while our sample also provides for detailed comparison with simulations

that contain only DM as well as future simulations that also seek to incorporate

baryonic effects.
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Figure 5.3: Chandra (left column) and XMM-Newton (right column) images
of NGC6482. The top row is prior to point source detection. The middle row
is after running the wavdetect and dmfilth routines to remove points sources.
Finally, the bottom row shows the point source cleaned, smoothed, and exposure
corrected images.
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Figure 5.4: Surface brightness profile of IC 4451 without background subtrac-
tion. The red line shows the background model used in later portions of the
analysis.
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Figure 5.5: Ellipticity profiles of the best-fit models for each galaxy assuming
an oblate NFW mass distribution plotted along with the profiles from the obser-
vational data.
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Figure 5.6: Surface brightness profiles of the best-fit models for each galaxy
assuming an oblate NFW mass distribution plotted along with the profiles from
the observational data.
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Figure 5.7: Best-fit ellipticity and surface brightness profiles for the XMM obser-
vations of IC4956. Here we show the best fitting profiles for each mass distribution
configuration. Colors correspond to different profiles, while the solid and dashed
lines refer to to the prolate and oblate configurations respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Best-fit DM halo ellipticities ε for each galaxy in our sample deter-
mined from the XMM (X’s) and Chandra (circles) observations. The top panel
shows the prolate configuration, while in the bottom panel we show the oblate
configuration. The horizontal lines show the values found for NGC720 in [81]
(Note that in the prolate configuration the ellipticities for the ρ ∼ a−2 and NFW
halos are overlapping.)
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Figure 5.9: Normalized distributions of the best fit galaxy ellipticities from the
Chandra (red) and XMM (blue) data for an NFW profile, as well as the combined
distribution (black). The histograms show the simulated ellipticities for various
interaction cross sections from Figure 8 of [254]. We also show for reference the
best-fit model and errors for the analysis of NGC 720 preformed in Ref. [81].
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The nature of dark matter remains an open and perplexing question in as-

troparticle physics despite the significant progress made in theoretical descriptions

and observational methods. However, there is much to be excited about going for-

ward, with development of new DMmodels and increasingly advanced search tech-

niques across collider, direct detection, and indirect detection approaches. Each

of these techniques has shown great promise in strengthening DM constraints and

potentially discovering smoking gun signals of DM.

Indirect detection searches in particular play a critical role in our current

and future knowledge of DM, and offer various complementary multi-messenger

and multiwavelength probes. Specifically, multiwavelength observations of anni-

hilating DM are a promising avenue to constrain well-motivated DM models. In

chapter 2 we presented the RX-DMFIT tool, which we developed to allow for the

computation of multi-wavelength emission from DM annihilation while incorpo-

rating complex astrophysical effects such as diffusion and radiative losses. While

gamma-ray observations have provided some of the best indirect observations,

utilizing the full emission spectrum in a variety of astrophysical systems will be a

powerful technique in future efforts to identify DM.
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This work is particularly timely as the future of multiwavelength indirect DM

searches is bright. First, new targets for indirect searches are currently being

identified. In recent years the number of discovered dwarf galaxies has increased

thanks to the Dark Energy Survey (DES), and this trend is expected to continue

as the upcoming Vera C. Rubin Observatory (formerly Large Synoptic Survey

Telescope (LSST)) aims to begin observing in the 2020’s [129]. Meanwhile, addi-

tional targets for DM indirect detection such as low surface brightness galaxies [46]

and globular clusters [68] have also been drawing attention as potential targets

for multiwavelength DM searches that have yet to be fully exploited.

Beyond simply identifying more targets, new and upcoming facilities will pro-

vide drastic increases in our ability to constrain DM across the electromagnetic

spectrum. Radio observations are particularly exciting as a new generation of ra-

dio telescopes emerges. The planned Square Kilometer Array (SKA) offers major

improvements over current radio capabilities and is predicted to greatly strengthen

constraints on annihilating and decaying DM [293, 194, 96, 88]. Currently, pre-

cursors and pathfinders of SKA are already making contributions to radio probes

of DM [109, 319]. In X-ray energy bands, next-generation facilities may be able

to contribute meaningful complementary constraints to DM searches [326]. This

is especially true in regards to X-ray line searches from decaying DM [245], as

well as potentially for constraints from the inverse compton X-ray emission aris-

ing from the e± annihilation and decay products, which has previously not been

as competitive with radio and gamma-ray searches [190]. Upcoming gamma-ray

instruments are also likely to contribute to our understanding of DM and its mul-

tiwavelength signatures. Proposed MeV telescopes such as e-Astrogam [117] and

AMEGO [223] can provide the capability of studying the emission spectrum in

the relatively poorly explored MeV regime. In addition to important astrophysical
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phenomena in this regime, the MeV band is also of relevance to many light DM

models [89, 270, 108]. At the higher gamma-ray energies, the Cherenkov Telescope

Array will be at the forefront of capabilities for DM searches with gamma-rays

greater & 1 TeV [235].

One of the most actively studied DM search targets for indirect detection

has been the Milky Way Galactic Center, gaining much attention due in part

to observed gamma-ray emission consistent with annihilating WIMP DM. The

recent observation of somewhat similar gamma-ray emission in M31 adds to the

intrigue. However, a DM annihilation origin for the emission would also have

signatures at other wavelengths. We were among the first groups to study the full

multiwavelength spectrum in the context of DM annihilation, comparing both

whether GCE DM models could account for the observed emission in M31, and

whether models that can reproduce the gamma-ray emission are consistent with

observations at other wavelengths. The results of this work presented in chapter

3 show that GCE DM models produce spectra in tension with the observed M31

emission. Fitting the gamma-ray emission required lower masses than the GCE

models and also produces radio spectra that does not match radio observations,

and in some cases led to overproduction of the radio emission.

In order to better understand the role that DM might play in the multi wave-

length emission of M31, it is critical to also consider the role astrophysical phe-

nomena play. Non-DM sources of the GCE have been explored extensively, and

many possible explanations proposed could also potentially account for the M31

emission. MSPs, and cosmic-rays provide intriguing explanations. Studies of

MSPs have shown that while the energetics can be fit, the total pulsar luminos-

ity expected in M31 is not sufficient to account for the Fermi observation. An

injection of cosmic-rays is also a possibility to explain the observed emission and
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– as in the DM scenario – would exhibit a distinct multi-wavelength spectrum.

Exploring this possibility in chapter 4, we found several CR models that had ener-

getics consistent with the observed multi-wavelength spectrum and astrophysical

parameters in reasonable ranges with respect to other measurements. However, a

persistent problem with these cosmic-ray models was that the power output from

SNe and pulsars required to produce the emission was consistently higher than

expected for M31.

Understanding the origin of the emission in M31 will continue to be a challenge

with significant implications for DM. Meaningful data will come from a variety of

venues, including a better understanding of the GCE, as well as more in depth

studies of the DM distribution in M31 and the gamma-ray signal. Particularly,

observations of the gamma-ray emission throughout larger regions of the galaxy

can shed light on a potential DM annihilation signal, as well as observations with

higher energy gamma-ray instruments such as HAWC [196, 18]. Additionally,

more sophisticated modeling of the cosmic ray production and transport in M31

will likely prove useful in disentangling the multi-wavelength emission produced

by DM from that of astrophysical origins.

Despite the extensive research efforts to search for WIMP DM across collider,

direct detection, and indirect detection studies, the lack of a convincing detection

and increasingly robust constraints makes non-WIMP DMmodels appealing. Self-

interacting dark matter models are a particularly interesting class of candidates,

as they can potentially resolve some of the small-scale challenges of the ΛCDM

framework.

One way to probe SIDM interaction strengths is by studying the shapes of DM

halos, as SIDM tends to produce more spherical halos than CDM. In chapter 5

we presented our analysis of X-ray ellipticity measurements as a probe of the DM
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halo shape in elliptical galaxies. Comparisons between the measured ellipticities

we found and the shapes of simulated SIDM halos showed consistency with some

interactions cross section σ/m . 1 cm2/g as well as with CDM. While many SIDM

studies focus on dwarf or cluster scale halos, our measurements provide greater

insights into the role of SIDM in halos with M ≈ 1012 − 1013M�. However, it

is important to keep in mind that the simulations are performed assuming DM

only, and the effects of baryonic matter can potentially have significant effects that

may be revealed in more realistic simulations at this halo mass scale. Additional

advances in understanding potential DM self-interactions will be aided by the

dwarf discovery space of DES and the Rubin Observatory that will be able to

identify and study the properties of nearby low mass and faint DM halos [129].

Ultimately, constraints on SIDM will require several complementary probes at

various halo mass scales in order to constrain both the absolute magnitude of DM

self interactions, as well as their velocity dependence.

Through the concerted efforts of theorists and experimentalists across particle

physics, astrophysics, astronomy, and cosmology, there have been great strides

made in developing and constraining the DM landscape. In the coming years

and decades, theoretical and technological advancements will push the bounds

of our understanding of DM even further towards a more complete and robust

framework.
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